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Spring Weekend Underwhelms Upperclassmen, Entertains Freshmen
BY JESS MITCHELL

Whether it was the poor weather or
the new event format that influenced the
low attendance level at this year's Spring
Weekend, students were disappointed.
Unlike in past years, images of jampacked lawns, loud music, bright sunshine
and flowing alcohol provided by universities or campus groups were no where to be
found at this year's Spring Weekend.
This year, Spam Jam - now called
"Down by the Shore" - was combined with
May Day and held on Lessing Field on Saturday for the entire student body. A separate
barbecue was held at the townhouses for

juniors and seniors in response to upperclassmen who lodged complaints.
Saturday's Lessing Field Event
Ashlee Downing '08, the IRHA member in charge of the Saturday event, said
there was a large amount of students present, but the majority were freshmen and
sophomores because it was on campus.
Downing said she was surprised that
more students did not utilize the beer garden, which was a fenced-off area where
students of legal drinking age could drink
beer.
„
Charles Sousa, the area coordinator for
the townhouses, said the beer garden had its

challenges because students were unclear
about when alcohol would be served and at
what cost. However, Saturday was targeted
to the entire school community including
students, faculty and staff.
"Spring Weekend as a whole, starting
Thursday night, went well," said Sousa.
"There weren't an overwhelming amount
of issues. [The weekend] was fairly consistent with what it's been like every other
weekend."
He said students came to "mingle with
their peers" at class-specific events such as
the Sunday barbecue.
FUSA President Hutch Williams '08
agreed that the weather was a major fac-

tor and that attendance | INSIDE:
was average, about 85 I
perC

!"!'
iSPRINGSPAM
The beer garden ;
numbers were low but |
that doesn't reflect the !
number of upperclassmen ; CARTOON
that were there; a differ- \
p7
ent demographic of the !
junior class," he said.
For next year, Downing said she would
like to have more small activities like thepalm reading and henna tattoos that took
place this Spring Weekend.
SEE "SPRING" ON P.
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Students Sued
For Illegal Music
BY RACHEL BREAN

Contributed Photo

High hopes: Students and community members raise funds for cancer research during Relay for Life at Alumni Hall Friday night.

Relay for Life Exceeds Fundraising Goal
BY MEGHAN SCHELZI

More than 200 students, faculty and
friends participated in Fairfield's first
annual Relay for Life to raise money for
the American Cancer's Society's mission
to save lives.
"We more than doubled our goal
of $15,000. So, we've raised more than
$30,000. And money keeps coming in,"
said Megan Steel '08, president of the
Fairfield chapter of Colleges Against
Cancer and co-chair of the event.
Relay For Life was a 12-hour event
that was held in Alumni Hall from 5 p.m.5 a.m. on April 27.
Students, faculty and friends were
invited to participate by registering online
prior to the event. One team member from
each group was required to walk around
the track at all times.
"All in all, the event exceeded my
expectations, and I hope that next year's
is even better," said Steel.
Throughout the event there were
performances by the Fairfield dance team,
The Sounds, which is the student a capella
group, and On The Spot Improv to entertain students. There were also events held
to fundraise including a silent auction.

"All of the silent auction items didreally well, with the most expensive item at
$230, which was a digital camera, printer
and memory card," said Steel.
The scheduled appearance by Senator McKinney, the representative of Connecticut's 28th District, did not occur.
Over the course of the event hundreds of people walked the track inside
of Alumni Hall.
The track was lined with luminaria
bags, in which candles were placed, each
dedicated to an individual who lost his/her
life to cancer.
"The luminaria ceremony was emotional but
inspiring," said Steel.
Lauren Callahan '08,
a member of the Student
Advisor Athletic Counsel
(SAAC) organized over
90 athletes to help out at
the event.
"Word spread and
people came>" said Callahan. "I felt the event was
really rewarding to honor
fellow classmates who are
cancer survivors."
"Throughout this Survivor's lap:

event we were able to see what the University can do," said Callahan.
Steel said she is very enthusiastic
and optimistic about next year's Relay
for Life.
"My personal goal for the entire
event would be over $50,000. And I
think with the whole-hearted support
from the student body, and the faculty,
the event could smash the record books
as the most profitable non-profit charity
event in Fairfield University history,"
said Steele.

Marc Fedoras '09 opened his campus
mailbox expecting to find the occasional FUSA
flyer. But what was inside was far from a cheery
announcement.
Fedoras was one of 15 Fairfield students
who received a letter informing him he was being sued by the Recording Institute of America
(RIAA) for sharing copyrighted music on his
computer.
According to the RIAA Web site, on April
11, the RlAA sent a total of 413 pre-litigation
letters on behalf of the major recording companies to 22 universities, including Cornell,
UMass-Amherst, University of New Hampshire.
The letters were sent to 50 students, the highest
number yet.
"The letter was completely out of the blue,"
said Fedoras. "I wasn't really worried about
getting caught and then it was just like getting
struck by lightning."
"You hear about it but you never think it's
going to happen to you," he said.
The letters, sent from lawyers representing
the RIAA, said that he was being sued for "sharing" music, not downloading it. He is being sued
for 180 songs he had illegally shared with other
users, and the letter listed a few of them. Fedoras
lives in Kostka Hall, and said that his roommate
as well as another student in his hallway are being sued by RIAA.
"From what I hear, it's happening to thousand of kids across the country," said Fedoras.
If Fedoras goes to court with RIAA, the
company will be suing him for $750 per song,
which could potentially amount to $135,000.
Fedoras plans to settle the situation outside of
court; he has two options: paying $3,000 up front
or paying $3,250 over a six-month period.
In February, the RIAA launched new deterrence and education initiatives targeted at college students who download illegally.
During this initiative, pre-litigation settlement letters were sent to schools informing
them of a copyright infringement suit against
one of its students or personnel and request that
university administrators forward the letter to
the appropriate network user, according to the
RIAA Web site.
"We hope that fans on campuses and administrators recognize the extraordinary legal
marketplace for music online now," said Steven
Marks, general counsel and executive vice president of RIAA, on its Web site. "The question
we ask of students is this: with high-quality
legal music options available for free or deeply
discounted, why take the twin risks of exposing

Contributed Photo

Proud cancer survivors stick together.

SEE "STUDENTS" ON P.
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Spring Weekend Festivities Receive Mixed Student Reactions

Photos by Elyse Raby and James Nguyen; Photo Illustration by Elyse Raby

Spring Weekend festivities: Clockwise from top left: Juniors grab food
| on Sunday; student awaits dunking; battling on Lessing Field; IRHA
members serve cotton candy; two students enjoy Saturday event; upperclassman rides mechanical bull on Sunday; slip 'n' slide was a main
attraction on Saturday.

CONTINUED FROM P. 1
Downing said the dunk tank with Public Safety
was most successful, raising over $600 for the Special
Olympics. Students could also play to pay off parking
tickets.
"I had a great time, personally. It was a lot of the
freshman class. I knew the majority of the people there,"
said Erin Rigby ' 10, who said she enjoyed the moonwalk
and sand art station.
Carole Mancarella ' 10 agreed that mostly freshmen
attended.
"It wasn't amazing or anything but I had a good
time," she said.
Other underclassmen enjoyed the free food at the
Saturday event but thought the event could have been
better, in general.
"Unless you are 12 years old and enjoy carnivals, it
was beat," said Mike Palumbo ' 10. "There were a bunch
of students drinking and hiding from millions of RAs."
Although the University provided alcohol for of-age
students, students were deterred by the price of a can of
beer and the rather empty beer garden set off from the
rest of the activities.
"It was cool that they served beer, but I didn't even
bother getting one because there is no reason to pay $2 to
drink a can of beer in a fenced-off pen by myself," said
Lauren Tuthill '08.

Sunday's Barbeque at Townhouses
A barbecue was held on Sunday from 2-6 p.m. for
juniors and seniors, to compensate for the lost tradition
of Spam Jam held at the townhouses. FUSA members
planned such events as a mechanical bull and a DJ for
further enjoyment.
"There were a lot of beach residents at the Sunday
event. The hope was that it was class specific," said
Sousa.
He also said the mediocre weather hindered student
attendance.
"If it's a nice weekend, the event would get a lot
of people," he said. "If it's not a nice weekend, it's a
crapshoot."
Williams said the new format for the two-day Spring
Weekend worked out well and the programming from all
groups involved was positive. However, there is a possibility that the barbecue will be held at the townhouses
on Friday evening from 3- 7 p.m. in the future. Adding
new activities, and potentially alcohol, will keep it exciting, he said.
"Now that we've laid the foundation for Sunday's
event, we can build on it and possibly introduce alcohol
- a worthwhile goal for next year," said Williams.
Marco Ambrosio '07, secretary of student life, said
the Sunday event was "fine" but attendance was low
because students were concerned about finals and the
weather.

"Maybe the weather kept kids indoors and not on
their porches," said Ambrosio. "If it was a nice day, more
people would've been there."
Since "Down by the Shore" was held on Saturday,
the barbecue at the townhouses for juniors and seniors
only was scheduled for Sunday.
"It couldn't conflict with May Day," he said.
The majority of students who attended the Sunday
event were juniors who, Ambrosio said, came to "eat, ride
the bull and hangout on their porches."
"The [mechanical] bull got a workout," he said.
Downing said the Sunday event never seemed completely full but there were 200 people present throughout
the four-hour period. However, students disagreed.
"I was really disappointed because not a lot of students showed up, arid it didn't seem like a special event.
The fact [remains] that they held it on Sunday and people
had a lot of work to do to this week," said Lena Carlucci
'08. "They should have had it on Friday or Saturday."
Sarah Dent '08, a beach resident, agreed that the
event should not have taken place on a Sunday.
"People were tired from the day before and had work
to do," said Dent, who did not attend the Saturday event
because she thought it was for underclassmen.
Dent suggested holding the barbecue at the townhouses the same weekend as Mock Wedding because "all
the seniors are gone, there is nothing to do at the beach
and it would give everyone something to do."

Fairfield Junior Co-founds Music E-business
BY MEGHAN SCHELZI

Brian Erickson '08 said he and
his friends recently discussed upcoming summer internships and how
much they would hate to work in a
cubicle for their entire lives.
"We decided the only way around
that was to come up with a big idea,"
said Erickson.
Along with four friends, ErickERICKSON
son, a Mirror staff writer, started a
music business-networking Web site
called Kicknote.com while abroad in Australia.

"Think MySpace meets Deviant Art meets Digg
meets Google Earth and done in a way Apple Computers
would be proud of," Erickson said.
Kicknote's purpose is to make it easy for local and
major music labels to run independently. Ideally, Erickson
said, it will remove record labels from the process and
make buying music and concert tickers cheaper.
"Give more money to the artists who deserve it and
at the same time let the fans spend less," said Erickson.
"Make everything run smoother, more efficiently and
faster."
Erickson is joined by four others as owners and
managers of the company.
Mike Beach, a senior at Marist College, is the head

Web designer and handles the legal aspects. Jarrod Gecek,
a 2006 graduate of Fashion Institute of Technology in
New York, is in charge of all graphic design for logo
and print materials. The group also includes Dan Whitley and Rob Hicks, both juniors at George Washington
University.
Whitley is handling public relations and financial
strategy and Hicks is in charge of advertising and marketing.
Erickson, Hicks and Whitley were childhood friends
in Middletown, N.J., while Erickson found Beach and
SEE "INTERNET" ON P.
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School of Business
Receives Extended
Accreditation
BY JOE CARRETTA

Fairfield's Dolan F. School of Business received extended accreditation
from the Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business (AACSB)
in mid-April and placed itself in a class
with only 10 percent of business schools
worldwide.
The list of accredited business schools
in the U.S. includes the likes of Yale,
Georgetown, Harvard and Cornell universities. This prestigious award is withdrawn
if the school does not maintain its standard
of excellence
"The accreditation is great. Kids who
graduate can get better jobs; it makes the
entire program better as a whole," said
senior business student Sean Fitzgerald.
Norm Solomon, dean of the Dolan
School of Business, said he is proud of
the efforts put forth by the students and
faculty of the department.
"This is an affirmation of all our hard
work," he said. "My belief is that reaccreditation is a true testament to the commitment to excellence of our faculty and
the tremendous quality of our students."
Solomon said the accreditation process requires schools to submit yearly
reports and then submit themselves to a
rigorous re-inspection every five years.
"We were initially accredited in 1997
and must maintain their standard in order
for our accreditation to be renewed," he
said.

BY VERONICA FLORENTINO

"After the
reports have
been submitted, a team of
three deans from
various schools
we aspire to
iota Illustration by Lorraine L
(i.e. Marquette) Success: Do,an Schoo, of Business receives reaccreditation.
come for a twoday visit," he
said. "During their inspection they have affirms out legitimacy as a Jesuit Univeraccess to teacher resumes and can stop sity," he said. "We must know that we are
and question any member of the school comfortable with our overall performance
at any time."
before we can attempt to attract prospecAcademic Vice President Orin Gross- tive students and faculty."
man commented on the inspection team's
Business school students shared feelreaction to the business school.
ings of accomplishment and noted how the
"The AACSB Peer Review Team accreditation affects them as undergrads.
was clearly very impressed by the aca"It's real important," Dan Shannon
demic excellence of the Dolan School," '07. "If a school is not accredited then it
he said.
demeans the degree. An accreditation puts
Solomon said the accreditation will a school in a very high class."
also help students obtain employment
Another business student, Aldo Hope
after graduation.
'09, said the accreditation adds to the
"It is not necessarily a requirement business school's positive reputation.
for a student to graduate from a school
"It helps legitimize the school and
with the accreditation in order for them to gets it nationally recognized," said Hope.
get a job," he said, "However, the award "It would probably encourage more people
highlights the gold standard the program to come if they see it's accredited."
is held to and enhances the student's
William Weitzer, senior vice presidegree."
dent, said: "It was clear from the exit
Winston Tellis, information systems interview that the team was impressed
and operations management professor, with the Dolan School. I was particularly
said he was excited about the extended pleased with their finding that there is
accreditation.
good correspondence between the Dolan
"The accreditation first and foremost School and Fairfield's Jesuit mission."

Since his arrival at Fairfield 30
years ago, Raymond
Poincelot has had an
accomplished career.
But the next
phase of his prolific
career will be even
more noteworthy.
POINCELOT
Last week, Poincelot was announced as the interim dean of
the College of Arts and Sciences.
He will take the place of former
dean, Timothy Snyder, who has accepted
the position of academic vice president
of Loyola College in Maryland.
The decision was made by University President Fr. Jeffrey von Arx, after
a recommendation by Academic Vice
President Orin Grossman.
Grossman spoke with a number of
faculty members, who wanted a tenured
senior faculty member to be named interim dean.
Poincelot will begin his duties as
interim chair on July 1 of this year and
will serve in that capacity until June 30,
2008.
As the interim dean, Poincelot will
hold the position of dean while a search
is performed to fill the position for a
long-term period.
During the coming months, Grossman and the Academic Council will elect
faculty members to be part of a search
committee.
According to Grossman, the committee will develop an outline of the ideal
candidate's strengths and weaknesses, as
well as develop a timetable for the search,

which will be extensive.
This will be followed by a comprehensive search that will narrow down
candidates systematically through interviews and campus visits.
The final decision for the long-term
position of dean of the College Arts and
Sciences will be made be made by von
Arx with recommendations from the
search committee.
"Dr. Poincelot has been an effective
administrator in the Arts and Sciences
office," said Grossman.
. "Given his wide experience, his effectiveness and his stature as a tenured
senior member of the faculty, he seemed
like the right recommendation to make
to the president," he said.
While serving as a professor of biology, he was extremely influential in the
forming of the environmental science
program.
Poincelot went on to chair the biology department for 13 years before becoming associate dean of the College of
Arts and Sciences four years ago.
Poincelot also created the Journal of
Sustainable Agriculture in 1989. It was
the first Academic Journal to be housed
at Fairfield.
He served as the editor-in-chief during the journal's 18 years of existence.
- It now produces eight issues a year,
receiving contributions from all over
the world.
His own research has focused on
sustainable agriculture and the effects of
seaweed and compost products on plant
propagation and growth.
Poincelot's predecessor praised his
work.
"As associate dean, he [Poincelot]
has been a treasure trove of knowledge
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The Return of
the Dramaturg

Poincelot to Serve as Temporary Dean
BY CHRISTOPHER HALISKOE
!
<

MAY

and wisdom that has helped the College
grow in sfze and quality," said Snyder.
Snyder noted Poincelot's patience
and his compatibility with students.
"He has. intimate knowledge of laboratory science, student learning through
discovery, grant procurement and other
issues that are important to the College,"
said Snyder.
Poincelot noted his positive relationship with Snyder throughout his Fairfield
career as well as Snyder's enthusiasm to
better the College in various ways.
"During Dean Snyder's term as
dean, faculty lines were increased and
faculty diversity was expanded," said
Poincelot.
Poincelot said he will look to "continue the good works of Dean Snyder."
Expanding faculty diversity and promoting initiatives to make Fairfield more
multicultural are at the top of Poincelot's
list of improvements ft»the College.
Poincelot also explained how Snyder
oversaw the creation of a long-range
academic plan and the solicitation of
numerous grants.
"My goal is that the next academic
year will be mutually beneficial to all
and that the College will continue in its
excellence and high-energy, scholarly
creativity," said Poincelot.
Poincelot planned his activities and
projects to spread their value to the students, faculty and administration.
"I am most looking forward to working directly with faculty to advance the
University's [two] strategic goals, integration of the core and the living and
learning initiative," said Poincelot.
"I welcome the opportunity to work
with the faculty of the College of Arts
and Science," Poincelot added.

Before graduation,
one senior will be able
to share her year-long
study with the University community.
Wendy Scola, a University Fellows Scholar,
will present a public lecture on "Dramaturgy in
the American Theater"
SCOLA
on May 3.
It will focus on the question, "Is there
a place for a dramaturg in the American
Theater?"
Scola is a double major in psychology and
visual and performing arts with an erfiphasis
on theatre. She hails from Oxford, Conn.
"A dramaturg can fulfill many functions
as part of a production team but in general
engages in the major research, including presentation of that research to actors and director," Scola said. "The theoretical idea behind
the dramaturg is that ideally they serve as the
'conscience of the theater.'"
According to Scola, the dramaturg helps
to protect the integrity of the production and
the director's vision. A dramaturg's first and
most important job is to ask questions. It is
the questioning spirit of the dramaturg that
seeks the answer to major questions such as,
"Why this piece, why now, why here or even
why should we do theater at all?"
As part of the University Fellows Scholarship, Scola received a $1,000 research stipend. She used this stipend to travel to New
York and see professional theatre pieces that
employed dramaturges or which reconstructed
classical works.
Scola also had the opportunity to serve as
a dramaturg in Theatre Fairfield's production
of "As You Like It." Scola invited a group of
professors to put "As You Like It" on their syllabi. She then set up an educational outreach
program where she created an educational
packet, taught classes and led talk-backs after
the show.
"I really think it is important that theater
is seen. Shakespeare is not meant to be read,
and what a fabulous opportunity for English
classes here at Fairfield to be able to read
the play in class and then see it performed,"
Scola said.
The term associated with the stipend is
that the recipient must either write a paper
detailing his/her research or present his/her
findings orally.
"My thesis was inspired by the Theater Library Association's Symposium on
'Performance Reclamation' that was held
in February," said Scola. "This symposium
jumpstarted my exploration into 'Dramaturgy
in the American Theater,' and I really just
wanted a chance to step outside the walls
of Fairfield University and see the work of
dramaturgs in the 'real world.'"
"Dramaturgs are not often used here in
America by comparison to the majority of
theater in Europe, and it was my mission to
find out whether or not a dramaturg can find
a more secure place in the American theater
and what would have to change in order for
that to happen," said Scola.
Scola's lecture will share some of her research and experiences studying in New York
with professional dramaturgs and productions
which have used them.
The lecture will also be based on her
own work as the Production Dramaturg in
Theatre Fairfield's recent production of "As
You Like It."
Scola said she is very grateful for all those
who participate in and support the various
campus theatre productions, which has been
a large and significant part of her Fairfield
experience.
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Stolen Relay Prize,
Obscene Texts & Laptop Thefts
Saturday, April 28

BY SHANNON KEITH

Thursday, April 26

1:18 a.m. Three nonstudents were given criminal
trespass warnings. They were
found intoxicated at the townhouses and refused a cab ride
offered by Public Safety. They
were asked to never return to
Fairfield again.

10:21-11:18 a.m. Two cars were
towed from the Dolan School of Business and the School of Nursing for being
chronic traffic offenders.
12:55 a.m. A female student called
to report obscene instant messages sent
to her by an unknown person. Public
Safety called Computing and Networking
Services to track the person. The case is
still under investigation.
8:05 p.m. An RA called to report a
supposed break-in into a room in Campion Hall. The person turned out to be a
former student visiting a friend.
Friday, April 27
2:26 p.m. CNS called'to report a
stolen wireless access switch from the
computer lounge on the fourth floor
of Dolan Hall. There are currently no
suspects.

Sunday, April 29
12:15 a.m. Two students
from Regis Hall reported somePhoto illustration by Jon oiiwerther one entering their unlocked
Room raiders: Two laptops stolen in Regis Hall, room and stealing two Dell
laptops and an iPod. The case
5:59 p.m. During the Relay for Life is still under investigation.
in Alumni Hall, an iPod being auctioned
off was stolen. The packaging was found
2:21 a.m. A car with a village parkin the nearby men's bathroom.
ing permit was towed from the Jogues
parking lot for being a chronic traffic
9:49 p.m. An RA in Loyola Hall offender.
caught several students with alcoholic
beverages. The students were written up
3:11 a.m. Two intoxicated males
for possession of alcohol as minors.
got into an altercation in the Quad. The
students are being referred to judicial.

Go to www.fairfieldmirror.com to place your ad fo

PHOTOGRAPHERS WANTED. The Photography
Editors are looking for students interested in
taking pictures. Minimal experience required.
Contact one of the Photography Editors for more
information at mirrorphoto@gmail.com
WRITERS WANTED. Section editors are looking
for people to write on a weekly basis. E-mail
Assistant Managing Editor Christina Stoddard if
interested at stoddard.christina@gmail.com

SUMMER JOBS - Receive contact information
now for summer employment at US National
Parks, Western Dude Ranches and Theme Parks.
You must apply early.
www.summerjobs-research.org

MAKE A DIFFERENCE - Companions &
Homemakers is seeking compassionate and
responsible people to help assist the elderly in
their homes. Help with doctor's appointments,
cooking, cleaning, shopping, and other errands.
You choose what towns you would like to work
in. Please apply at Companions & Homemakers,
363 Reef Road in Fairfield, or call 1-203-259-8375
for more information.
PART-TIME BABYSITTER WANTED
Needed two nights a week, Tuesday 3.30pm till
9pm and Thursdays 3.30pm till 7pm
Call 203 227 0344, Paula
LOCAL KARATE SCHOOL SEEKING PART TIME
HELP
Req: Responsible, Physically Fit, Must Like Kids.
No Exp Nee. Wl-Th 2:45-6:30. Call for Interview.
* (203)319-9989
«••»••.
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RENTALS
1 BDRM CONDO - Norwalk
New condo dwntwn Norwalk. W/D.D/W, Cntrl H/A,
Gym, 1mi from SONO. Avail Apr. 1.1 mo sec &
cred chk fee. $1575 plus utilities. 203-216-0236 or
brittnevetsky@yahoo.com

JOBS
WAITSTAFF WANTED - Part time waitstaff wanted
all yeaer round for Italian restaurant in Fairfield.
Inquire in person.
Trattoria Ponte Vecchio
1275 Post RD, "Brickwalk"
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STUDIO ON COLLEGE PLACE FOR RENT
2007/2008
Available for 2007/2008 school year. Small 1
person studio, furnished. 1 parking spot. Itis 96
1/2 College Place if you want to drive by. Please
call Sarah or Greg to take a look at 203.256.9436.
$7,000 for school year plus util's and garbage and
security.
FAIRFIELD RENTAL AT THE BEACH
Available JUNE,JULY,AUGUST or all year June
to May 2008. Large furnished Four Bedroom
Colonial. 453 BIRCH RD (Corner of Fairfield
Beach & Birch Road) ( THE LAST CALL )li ving
room with fireplace, Den or Dining room two full
baths upstairs & down, Kitchen with dishwasher,
refrig, and gas stove. Basement not finished with
Washer & Dryer for use. Deck off the kitchen and
*
upper area. Two car garage.
Rental $4200.00 month includes lawn service and
refuse service. Tenant responsible for utilities,
gas, water and water sewer bill. Security two
months.
Call 203-374-5479 or cell 203-526-5834 or e-mail
JMMangieri@aol.com

VWMM. mirror

list, com

- New fres* online classifieds service
- Buy and sell textbooks, furniture, and much more
'- Find jobs, advertise student clubs and organizations
- Search or post housing listings at Fairfield Beach
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Students Refuse to Undergo
Sobriety Tests

3, 2007 g

Reverse Race Study
BY ABBEY SWANK (U-WIRE)

BY SARAH GWIN (U-WIRE)

Some students try to hide their illegal habits from
the law. However, when a police officer asks to search
for anything illegal they are busted. There is no way to
stop an officer from looking through a car or a house.
Or is there?
"First, every situation is different," Attorney Don
Pumphrey, Jr. said. "So my response is that 'it depends.'
Generally, however, a person can always refuse to allow
a law enforcement officer to search their person, personal
objects, 'things,' cars and homes."
A person can just say "no" to searches without a
warrant. The Forth Amendment protects against unreasonable searches and seizures. If a police officer asks for
permission to search, a person is under no obligation to
consent.
"However, you cannot forcefully keep an officer
from conducting a search," Pumphrey said. "You should
always just say 'no.'"
The only reason a cop is asking is because he doesn't
have enough evidence to search without consent. If a
person consents to a search without a warrant, the search
automatically becomes reasonable, legal, and can be used
to convict the person. If someone does not consent to a
search and the officer searches them anyway, then the
lawyer can get the evidence thrown out in court.
A person can be convicted of possession if a controlled substance is in a place over which the person has
control, or in a place where they concealed it, even if it
is not theirs. A possession can also be if a person is in a
car with someone who is in possession of a controlled
substance: both can be charged with possession.
In any case, if someone is convicted of a violation
of any subsection of the Florida Drug Abuse Prevention
and Control Act, regarding possession and distribution of
controlled substances, they will lose their driver's license
for two years. The other penalties depend on the kind and
the amount of the possession.
The possession of a controlled substance even includes prescriptions not in a person's name. This means
the Adderall a person got from a friend to help them study
is considered illegal. Police officers are not required by
law to inform a person of their rights before asking to
consent to a search. In addition, police officers are trained

to use their authority to get people to consent to a search,
and most people are predisposed to comply with any
request a police officer makes.
A person is best off not answering any questions
about his involvement in anything illegal. It would be
smart to speak to a lawyer first. If a person does answer
any of the officer's questions, they should be honest because police are not easily tricked. Sometimes it is better
to say nothing and not to consent to anything.
If the problem with the law is driving under the influence then there is little that a person can do.
Any person who operates a motor vehicle in the state
of Florida is subject to the "implied consent law." This
means that by driving in Florida, people are consenting to
sobriety tests. Because of the implied consent law, refusal
to take a breath test will land a person a one-year license
suspension the first time they refuse and 18 months the
second time and the prosecutor can use the refusal against
them at trial. So should a person submit or refuse?
"The field sobriety exercises in a DUI investigation
are non-compulsory, so you can always refuse the Field
Sobriety Exercise portion of the investigation," Pumphrey
said. "However, I cannot give advice on the breath test
itself. I personally do not believe the Breath Test is a
reliable machine."
The BAC only needs to be .08 percent in order for
a person to be considered "under the influence." A person has 10 days from the day of the arrest to request an
administrative hearing in order to prevent suspension of
their driver's license.
Possible sentences for a DUI could include jail time,
a minimum six month driver's license suspension, community service, probation, DUI school/alcohol evaluation
and treatment, fines and court costs and/or mandatory 10
day vehicle impoundment.
Because of the many variables in an arrest for DUI,
once someone has been arrested they should obtain legal
help.
The best solution to getting caught with anything
illegal is to not partake in it, but a person does have the
right to say no.
The Web site www.flexyourrights.org gives tips of
what to do in a situation where a police officer wants to
search a home or vehicle. To learn more about the rights
that people have, contact an attorney.

Stereotypes not only occur between races, but can also
occur within a race. One such stereotype some black students
face is the accusation of "acting white."
Kent State University associate psychology professor
Angela Neal-Barnett has been researching such accusations.
"Some people believe that if your definition of what it
means to be black is different than theirs, then you must be acting white," Neal-Barnett said. "Black adolescents who dress
differently, listen to music other than hip-hop or rap or who
speak proper English instead of slang, may be accused of acting white. The types of extracurricular activities they choose
and how well they do in school may also be a factor."
When younger adolescents receive this accusation, it is
a judgment against everything they are, she said
Turner said although she didn't quit trying hard in school,
the accusation affected her enough that she dropped out of the
gifted program because she didn't want to stand out.
Neal-Barnett said there is an acting white "trap."
She said this happens when black adolescents receive
the accusation, and then begin to explore what it means to
be black by changing their behavior, such as to stop trying
to do well in school.
"Spending some time in the trap is not necessarily a
bad thing," she said. "Some adolescents emerge with a true
understanding of who they are."
Neal-Barnett said the problem starts when one person
lets another determine his or her racial identity.
"I don't think anyone should have to act a certain way,"
senior marketing major Laura Joy said. "Everyone should be
able to act how they want, no matter what their race is."
Neal-Barnett said even though some students don't see
it as a problem, she is happy they recognize the accusation
does exist and that they don't consider it a myth.
She began researching the accusation of acting white
in 2000 and appeared on CNN this past February to discuss
the topic.
She said being on CNN allowed her to have a healthy
discussion about the accusation of acting white on a broader
basis.
"Acting white has nothing to do with wanting to be
white," Neal-Barnett said. "But it has everything to do with
being black."

Looking for a career instead of just a job?
We're RSM McGIadrey, the professional services firm for
people on the move, with over 7,000 of the brightest minds
in the industry. With a focus on midsize companies, we
provide valuable exposure, sooner, to the challenges and
rewards of developing innovative solutions to enhance our
clients' businesses. Want a career that's challenging and
inspiring, instead of run-of-the-mill? Learn more at
www.rsmmcgladrey. com.

Contact:
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Maren Mercado
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Internet Allows Young People to Make it Big'
CONTINUED FROM P.

Gecek through an online networking site.
"I've been devising an advertising plan for promoting the site using posters, business cards, flyers,
T-shirts and online ads," said Hicks.
Although an official launch date has not yet been
decided, Erickson said he is optimistic about getting
it started soon.
"I would like to say we will be up and running
at some point during mid-July of this year," he said.
"But don't hold me to it."
So far, there are listings for the company on
GoBigNetwork.com, a site for businesses and investors to connect.
"We have gotten a few bites, but it's not something we're actively pursuing recently. We realized
we just need to get things off the ground before we
start thinking about that," said Erickson. "My biggest
goal is to take it step by step and be realistic. There
have been so many unforeseen problems, challenges
and surprises that I could have never anticipated
when we started this almost a year ago."
Throughout the course of assembling the project, there have been about 10 other people who left
the project, something that Gecek said has slowed
down the process.
"I think the biggest challenges, and everyone
else would agree, were weeding out the people
who wanted to work from the people who actually
worked," said Gecek.
"In the short term, this is a great learning experience. The most important part of this for me is
going through the process and doing things correctly,
because I know this won't be the last crazy idea I
have," said Erickson.
The budget for the project is not infinite, but
because it is run through the Internet, large funds
are not necessary.
"Ideally we should be able to start the business
on a thousand or two," Erickson said. "That's the
wonder of the Internet. That's why so many young
people are making it big; all it takes is some motivation and talent these days."
The developers of Kicknote.com have chosen
to pair with Musicane, a third party service that will
host technology for bands to sell such as ring tones
and music videos.

Students Face Lawsuits

1

CONTINUED FROM P.

This will be beneficial for both parties, Erickson
said. Money will be saved as Musicane stores files
and is exposed to a much larger customer base.
Although Erickson is currently abroad in Brisbane, Australia, he and his co-owners are utilizing
the wonders of the Internet to make this project a
reality.
"The cool thing about this business is we're
doing everything completely independently and collaborating using the Internet," said Erickson. "If we
can make this business work from remote locations
around the world, even if it's not huge, I'll consider
this project an amazing success."
Despite the difficult and unforeseen challenges
that Erickson and his team have faced, he said he is
hopeful that a positive future is in store.
"It's definitely a challenge at times when you're
12,000 miles away from something you've put a year
of your life into. Especially when all you can do is
send an e-mail and pray that people will act on what
you've said," said Erickson.
Gecek agreed.
"To get six guys in remote locations to see the
same vision, have the same motivation and work in
tandem with each other is an accomplishment within
itself," said Gecek.
Hicks said he is also optimistic about the success
of the project.
"I think Kicknote has the potential to be a big
success," he said. "If all goes to plan, it will end up
being a one-stop site for everything in the music
business. It's a lofty goal, but I think we can do it."
Though uncertain of what's to come, Erickson
said the timing is just right for Kicknote.com to
launch.
"I believe we are good enough, and I believe
the market is perfect right now, but who knows for
sure," he said.
For the time being the owners of Kicknote are
waiting for everything to come together.
"We've put in a lot of work already, and I think
once we're able to really get things off the ground,
the site will take off fairly quickly," Hicks said. "For
now we're all just continuing our behind-the-scenes
work and hopefully everything will fall into place
soon."
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your computer to viruses or spyware by downloading from an illegal site or exposing yourself to a costly lawsuit?"
Fairfield's Computer and Networking Services sent a campuswide announcement this past month informing students of the RIAA
initiative and advising students of the dangers of downloading
copyrighted materials.
CNS declined to comment.
The Fairfield University Student Handbook covers the issue
of unauthorized use or sale of copyrighted works. It is listed under
Fairfield's Computer Systems Acceptable Use Policy.
One passage states: "Users are responsible for use of software
and electronic materials in accordance with copyright and licensing
restrictions and applicable university policies. Fairfield University
equipment and software may not be used to violate copyright or
the terms of any license agreement. No one may inspect, modify,
distribute, or copy proprietary data, directories, programs, files,
disks or other software without proper authorization."
Dean of Students Tom Pellegrino encourages students to know
the laws and to be aware of potential issues when it comes to file
sharing.
"The DiMenna-Nyselius Library has offered courses on copyright and intellectual property to faculty," said Pellegrino. "Students
themselves would be excellent facilitators of this process, as they
are most in tune with the policies and practices."
Fairfield students are not the only ones facing lawsuits regarding illegal music downloads.
Brown University's free cultural organization is currently
challenging the new copyright laws "to raise awareness, promote
discourse surrounding the ideas of open source culture, looser
intellectual property law," according to a U-Wire article.
Students at the University of Mississippi said they are not concerned by the crack down on illegal downloading because they have
not seen the repercussions of obtaining music from the Internet.
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by Timo Wilson

Spring Spam
When students visualize Spring Weekend, three images come to mind: booze, crowds of classmates and
beautiful weather. Unfortunately for Fairfield, that was not
the case this year.
The Saturday event, which was intended to replace
Spam Jam, was held in the area next to Lessing Field
under cloudy skies. It was well-attended by freshmen and
sophomores but not by juniors and seniors - the way Spam
Jam once was.Relatively few students danced in front of the music
stage as bands performed, approximately three or four
of-age students were in the beer garden at any given time,
and most students visited the event simply to -eat and run.
Fake tattoos and picture keychains had little chance of
appealing to upperclassmen. Even more outrageous was
the $2 charge students in the beer garden were required to
pay per can of beer. Those who actually brought money
with them refused to pay for cans of beer they could have
gotten from their refrigerator while sitting home on the
couch.
The newest addition to Spring Weekend, a Sunday
event at the townhouses exclusively for juniors, had an
even worse turnout. Even with the mechanical bull and DJ
blasting techno music, the townhouse lawns were sparse
and students continued to eat and run.
Although Sodexho catered the event and cooked burgers and hot dogs on location, the only food offered were
burgers and chips, unlike Saturday where cookies, brownies, hot dogs, hamburgers, chips, cotton candy, popcorn
and fruit were available throughout the day.
The spirit of Spam Jam was dead this Spring Weekend. Absent was the mob of students drinking, laughing
and bonding with their peers before summer vacation.
Fairfield's Spring Weekend was ordinary. It was merely
a barbecue, not a celebration of springtime and definitely
not an event students would look forward to each year. If
anything, the notion of Spring Weekend was a depressing
reminder of just how much fun Fairfield used to be.
Though IRHA and FUSA put effort into planning their
respective events, student interest just was not there. We
challenge them to raise the bar for next year and realize
that food and games are not enough for upperclassmen
who have been there and done that since freshman year.
This past Spring Weekend is just another reminder of the
dying traditions and good times at Fairfield.
The editorial represents the opinion of the majority of The Mirror editorial board.
What is your opinion? Write to us: mirrormanagement@gmail.com

THE FAIRFIELD MIRROR
The Mirror welcomes the opinions
and contributions of its readers:
Letters to the editor must be timely and submitted by disk,
e-mailed to themirror@stagweb.fairfield.edu
or submitted through our Web site: www.fairfieldmirror.com.
Once received, all letters become property of The Mirror.
There are no guarantees of publication and all submissions must be signed.
The Mirror reserves the right to edit letters and articles for content,
length and grammatical error. Letters should be free of obscenities
and personal attacks, and should contain correct and factual information.
Please keep letters to under 350 words.
Include a daytime phone number at which the author can be reached.
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Rhymin' and Stealin' Fairfield Styli
BY CHRIS SIMMONS

I can't remember the last time I paid for an album.
But then again, I wasn't accused of stealing music
either.
Marc Fedoras '09 is being sued by the Recording Industry Association of America (RIAA) for
$135,000 at a whopping $750 per song for sharing
his music online. He will mostly likely settle out of
court for a more manageable, but still hefty, $3,000,
as offered by the RIAA.
The U.S. Digital Millennium Copyright Act
makes pirating of copyrighted music illegal. The only
exception to this rule is if the copy is made for your
own personal use.
The act-also has a clause that allows copyright
owners to obtain a federal subpoena by merely making an allegation of copyright infringement.
However, this law is almost impossible to enforce. When laws cannot be enforced uniformly, they
will often be enforced unevenly and unjustly. College
campuses are a prime example.
Fairfield is one of the universities that has agreed
to send the names of students who downloaded illegally to the RIAA. Yet, not all colleges do. Fairfield
has simply decided to sacrifice student privacy to
try and take what they believe is the higher moral
ground.
Most campus computer networks have the ability
to shuffle their Internet Protocols (IP) numbers among
several individuals on a regular basis, a common
practice among Internet Service Providers (ISPs).
These IP numbers are used to trace the user who
downloaded the music. Colleges who shuffle their IP
numbers can honestly say that they have no idea who
the subpoena is meant for.
In September 2003, MIT and Boston College
went to court to support their students and challenged
the subpoenas delivered to them by the RIAA.
Both colleges claimed that the RIAA obtained
the subpoenas from the wrong court in Washington,
D.C., temporarily blocking them before the RIAA
refiled them in Boston.
A law that only affects certain people shouldn't
stand. If I went to another school instead of Fairfield.
I wouldn't need to worry about the RIAA suing me
for something millions of college students do on a
daily basis.
If the RIAA can only go after students whose
schools have chosen to cooperate, the law is not being fairly applied. Jim Crow laws were reviled by
many as they segregated one race of people. While

not nearly on the same level, it is the same concept.
Selectively choosing who to prosecute is never fair
based on mitigating cicumstances.
Copyright are overused anyway. Under U.S. law,
any original work is covered by a copyright, even if a
formal notice is not incorporated into the work.
So The Mirror sports and Mirrort commentary
blogs are both protected under U.S. copyright law.
We could sue you if you steal our writings without
permission.
The starving artist argument doesn't really apply
either. Often, the artist's producers or managers will
own the copyright and distribution rights. Normally,
the songs downloaded are from famous artists who
have already made it big.
Illegal downloading actually helps smaller,
lesser-known artists by expanding their fan base.
Listeners who would not normally buy their music
may try it for free, leading to more purchases in the
future.
Plus, there is a reason it is called 'file sharing'
and not 'file stealing.'
Technically, burning a CD and giving it to your
friend is illegal. Yet, I haven't gotten a letter from the
RIAA for my cassettes with songs recorded from the
radio when I was a kid.
It is also impractical for the downloader to check
every copyright on every song they download. Students assume iTunes is legal because we pay for it.
I'm pretty sure no one checks to make sure the songs
are properly copyrighted.
The real criminal is the person who uploads
the music and shares it with everyone. They are
the ones who truly know that the music is illegally
being shared. The RIAA focuses its efforts on such
people.
Most peer-to-peer programs allow you to check
a box saying, 'Do not share my files.' If you don't
check this box, you are just an idiot and probably
deserve to pay the fines.
I'm sure these new pre-litigation letters won't
have an effect on student downloading. If 1 hypothetically downloaded music from the campus network, I
would still download.
Hey, it's free music.
But, I would hypothetically make sure I don't
share with others. That is the real problem.
Of course, I don't think it will happen to me,
but I'm sure the Fairfield students who got caught
felt the same way.
Editor's Note: Chris Simmons is The Mirror
associate sports editor.
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Natural Talent, Ego, Steroids: The Race for 755
MVP award three times during that span.
He has also always been a good power
Barry Bonds, an outfielder for the San hitter, with at least 20 home runs in all but
Francisco Giants, personifies every- one year of his career. Bonds already had
thing that is wrong with the game of 526 home runs by 1998 and was already
baseball right now. He is cocky, arrogant and destined to be a Hall of Famer. At that
most likely a cheater. But despite his faults, point in his career he also had 416 stolen
he is still a very accomplished baseball bases, making him the only player in hisplayer who had a great career even before tory to record at least 400 home runs and
he allegedly began taking steroids.
also. 400 stolen bases.
In 1998, home runs took the spotIn 2003, Bonds' trainer Greg Anderson was indicted in the BALCO scandal light as Mark McGwire and Sammy Sosa
chased Roger Maris' then record of
for supplying anabolic steroids to
61 home runs in a season. Bonds
athletes. Bonds has maintained
supposedly began taking steroids
his innocence,
but the public
following that year, since he wanted
perception is a^.
that he
to earn as much attention as the
is a cheater.
Bonds is
two sluggers had.
approaching the reSteroids may have allowed
cord for most home runs in
him to hit more home runs,
a career, 755, currently held
which he did, hitting 331 home
by Hank Aaron. Bonds has
runs from 1998 to 2007, but it was
742 home runs right now. He
his natural talent that allowed him
to have a plus .500 on-base percentis hitting a home run once every
2.71 games, putting him on pace to
age five times, something he had
break the record by June 7.
never done before. His home run
After the season Bonds had
totals would have been even higher
last year, plagued by injuries and
if he had not suffered numerous
injuries during the period from
inconsistency, most people did not
believe he would reach the record un998-2007.
til the end of the year. But instead
Bonds jeopardized a Hall
of Fame career to earn more
he is on the best pace he has
money and gain more of
been on since the 2001
season, when he set a
the spotlight.
While many
record for home runs fH
Contributed Photo
people would not
in a season with 73.
^^Bl
Bonds has always
like to see Bonds'
been one of the top playname ahead of
ers in baseball. He was an All-Star eight Aaron's in the record book, it is going to
times from 1990-1998 and is not suspected happen and there is nothing anyone can
to have began using steroids until around do to stop it.
The fact is, Bonds really didn't cheat.
1999. Bonds also won the National League
BY TOM CLEARY

little Barry: 1986-1998

Steroids are illegal and taking them was
morally wrong, but Bonds broke no baseball rule at the time. And there is no proof
that Bonds has taken steroids. There may
be a lot of evidence pointing to it, but he
has never failed a test.
Bonds is a major black eye for the
sport of baseball because he is a constant
reminder of the errors made by the authorities in baseball. Commissioner Bud Selig
and the owners should have stopped the
usage of steroids years ago, and now they
are paying for it.
Instead of the focus being put purely
on athletes who are having good seasons,
such as the New York Yankees' Alex
Rodriguez or the New York Mets' Jose
Reyes, everyone is talking about Bonds.
Every time Bonds is mentioned, steroids
are mentioned soon after. The two will
never be separate, and that damages the
game of baseball.
Even if there is no official proof that
Bonds has taken steroids, the public perception will always be that he did.
Bonds is one of the most hated athletes in the history of sports. Not many
baseball fans outside of San Francisco
can stand the fact that he may break
the most sacred record in sports.
Bonds will take a record that is held
above all others and make it illegitimate.
How can a record be special if it was only
broken because the player used steroids?
It is not fair to Aaron, who worked extremely hard to set the record, for Bonds
to overtake him.
But now Selig and the baseball owners are powerless. If they had stopped
Bonds and others from using steroids in
the late '90s it would not be an issue now.
But because they didn't do that, there is

nothing to be done now.
Many of the other power hitters of the
past decade have also been embroiled in
steroid scandals. McGwire and Sosa are
two of the most famously accused. Like
Bonds, both have remained silent about
their involvement with steroids.
It is unfair to punish Bonds for doing
what many others have done. Bonds is
attracting more attention than any other
alleged steroid user because he is chasing
Aaron's record. Jason Giambi, the New
York Yankees slugger, openly apologized
for being a steroid user, but that has been
almost forgotten. Bonds has stayed quiet,
and that may be one reason why he is
hated by many.
Bonds will always be
a controversial figure,
but there is no way to
deny him his place as
the greatest home run
hitter of all time.

Editor's
Note:
Tom
Cleary is
The Mirror
sports editor.
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Big Barry: 1999-2007

526 Home Runs

331 Home Runs

Over .400 On-Base Percent Nine Times

Over .500 On-Base Percent Five Times

Eight-Time All-Star

Five-Time All-Star

Three-Time National League Most Valuable Player

Four-Time National League Most Valuable Player

Teachers, It's Time to Close the Book on the Term Paper
BY MEGHAN SCHELZI

Acatch-22 is the only way to describe
the position professors put us students in.
Whether it is an analysis of Emily
Dickinson's poetry or a research paper
about the history of the Roman Empire,
we are told to provide original ideas and
support them with evidence.
It's one thing to write a paper using
your own ideas and back them up with
personal opinions. However, how is it possible to write a creative and .unique paper
while using supportive evidence and not
plagiarize in some way?
No matter what the topic, this problem commonly arises in the dreaded term
paper.
The term paper has always been a
staple in educators' checklist of assignments.
With plagiarism becoming increasingly common, the question remains:
should professors acknowledge that the
term paper is dead?
The term paper is a critical way for

professors to determine how well students
process what they've learned in class and
create something concrete to display their
knowledge outside of the class.
For the exact reason term papers are
a good idea, they have an equal downside,
and that is the fact that they are done outside of the classroom, which paves the way
for the inevitable: plagiarism.
With the dramatic increase in Internet
usage over the past decade, the option to
cut-and-paste has become increasingly
attractive.
This isn't to say that students are no
longer doing the work, but after hours of
research in the library, it simply makes
more sense to cut-and-paste. After all, it's
not like what they are copying isn't exactly
what they were trying to say all along.
It's time for teachers to acknowledge
that students aren't always going to classes
full of enthusiasm and zest for the subject.
The truth of the matter is that students
take certain classes to fulfill requirements.
That's it.
Students are perfecting the skill of
plagiarizing, or what may be thought of as
"plagiarizing under the radar."
Professors demand that we are creative

and unique when stating our thesis.
This seems easy enough. It's not too
difficult to come up with an argumentative
thesis to focus your paper on.
The challenge comes when professors
look for support in your paper.
I've learned in the short time I've been
in college that if you don't quote several
times per paragraph and use ample support
for your thesis, your grade quickly dives
from an A to a C.
The problem remains whether professors would rather have an original thesis or
a well-supported paper. Professors should
acknowledge that they sirftply cannot have
both while the third component of plagiarism so commonly exists.
Perhaps there should be another, more
efficient way for professors to examine our
proficiency level in their class.
May I suggest an end to term papers
and instead, short in-class presentations?
This way, professors can pose any questions they may have directly to students.
Then, regardless of how the students received their information, if they can hold
up against the flaming questions from the
professor, they should pass without question.

In the end, teachers need to acknowledge that students are taking classes primarily for the grades and not always for
the subject matter. The stakes in college
are so high and there is so much pressure,
students do the best they can to get by. As
long as students are doing the work and
turning in assignments on time, I see no
reason for term papers.
I don't think there is anyone who can
disagree that students are doing enough
work during the semester.
The term paper is just an unnecessary use of precious time that reiterates
concepts students already grasped during
the school year.

Check out the new Mirror Commentary Blog yet?
Get that and many other
commentary perspectives
@ Mirrorcommentary.
blogspot.com

Editor: Marie Montgomery
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Spider-Man: The Story Continues ...

Contributed Photo

BY MIKE FISCHETTI

It's that time again true believers!
Spider-Man returns to theaters this Friday
for a third installment. To catch you up,
Spiderman has discovered his powers,
defeated both the Green Goblin (William

Dafoe) and Dr. Ock. It has been revealed
to Harry (James Franco) and Mary Jane
(Kirsten Dunst) that Peter (Toby Maguire)
is, in fact, Spider-Man. Mary Jane has decided to risk life and limb to be with Peter,
not that she wasn't doing that already, but
now it is official.
Although I cannot give an accurate description of "Spider-Man 3" because neither
the trailers nor Columbia pictures' official
site for the film tell enough about the story
to fill in major gaps. I'll try to explain to
you as much as I know.
In this installment, Peter Parker, or
Spider-Man, is going to propose to the love
of his life, Mary Jane Watson. He then finds
out that police have identified the man who
killed his Uncle Ben as Flint Marco who,

after a freak accident, becomes Sandman.
Peter's life-long friend, Harry Osborne,
turns against Peter and tries to kill him.
Harry believes that Peter killed his father,
Norman Osborne, or the Green Goblin,
some years before.
At the same time, Peter is taken over
by a black symbiote, which colors his suit
black and makes him more aggressive. A
fan favorite also comes into the movie as
the second villain, but I will not ruin the
surprise.
Now, I know that sounds like a lot to
digest, and it is. Even for a comic book
fan like me, it almost seems that they are
putting too many ingredients into the soup.
But I have faith in director Sam Rami. He
is a die-hard comic book fan and has done

justice for two movies so far. Why would
he falter now?
A lot of people have asked me how
close the Spider-Man movies are to the comics. To be truthful, they are and they are not.
To make each of these Spider-Man movies,
the screenwriters have taken over 40 years
worth of comic history and compressed it
into two hours.
The Spider-Man films have been faithful to original comics, but they were not
taken word for word, panel for panel like
"Sin City."
"Spider-Man 3" does something very
interesting. It takes the story about the black
suit, made popular in the '80s, and mixes it
with a new story about Sandman. How close
will it be? We'll see on Friday.

Vibes Bringing
Bridgeport Back
BY KACIE RIJLEY

When one thinks of Bridgeport, Birkenstocks and Volkswagon vans probably aren't
the first images that come to mind. In recent
years, Bridgeport has slowly experienced a
renaissance, quietly turning itself around due
to the innovations and creativity of artists.
This August, the city will add to its
impressive list of artists as it plays host to approximately 15,000 people swathed in hemp
necklaces and tie-dyed shirts for the Gathering
of the Vibes.
In 1999 and 2000, Bridgeport was taken
over by 10,000 and 15,000 people, respectively, camping out at Seaside Park for the
four-day festival, Gathering of the Vibes. The
Vibes concert event was a massive success,
but since Seaside Park underwent massive
renovations the following year, the Vibes hit
the road. Now, the renowned festival is back
in town and bringing world famous musicians
to our backyards.
"Having the public eye focused [in a
positive way] on Bridgeport reintroduces the
populace to the changes Bridgeport is trying to
introduce," said Rich Franzino, owner of local
venue Acoustic Cafe. "Aside from attracting
people to Bridgeport, the Vibes becomes a focal point for local musicians and artists to meet
SEE "FAMOUS" ON P.
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A screen shot at the beach: "Fugue," a film created by Pat Ginnetty '07, is one student work that will be shown at Cinefest.

CINEFEST IS FILMMAKING
FAIRFIELD STYLE .
BY KACIE RILEY

With undergraduate classes over for
the semester and a few days free before
final exam nightmares begin, "Reading
Days" are in full effect. While these days
are for studying, everyone needs a break.
For those who are not quite ready to return

IbsenTs "Peer Gynt" Comes to Fairfield
BY MARIE MONTGOMERY

Classical music has been proven
to reduce stress, improve memory and
foster more creativity. Those are just
some of the reasons
you should check
out the Norwalk Symphony Orchestra this
Saturday at the Quick
enter. The Norwalk
Symphony Orchestra is finishing up its season
with a tribute to
Scandinavian music and theatre.
The perforContributed Photo
mance
is called
The playwright Isben
"Peer Gynt: Grieg

Meets Ibsen." It combines Henrik Ibsen's
play "Peer Gynt" and the work of Norwegian composer Edvard Grieg, who composed two suites of music to accompany
the play. "Peer Gynt" is written in .verse
and focuses on Peer as a self-centered youth
who wanders outside of his village and
stumbles upon adventure and fairy tale-like
creatures.
The Mendelsohnn Choir of Connecticut, soprano Marjorie McGovern and actors
Ezra Barnes and Kathryn Marchand will
accompany the Norwalk Symphony Orchestra. Also joining the performance will
be dancers from the New Canaan Dance
Academy. Diane Witty is the musical director of the Norwalk Symphony Orchestra
and is responsible for bringing to life these
classic works.
Tickets can be purchased through the
Quick Center or at norwalksymphony.org.

to their textbooks, Cinefest 2007 provides
a dose of entertainment before cramming
for finals begins.
Cinefest Fairfield is a film festival
sponsored by the department of visual
and performing arts in connection with the
Fairfield Community Theatre. It features
work from students, faculty and alumni of

Cinefest
The Community Theater
May 3
Thursday, 7:30 p.m.
Fairfield University.
Cinefest Fairfield began three years
ago when Leo Redgate, president and
founder of the Fairfield Community
SEE '"CINEFEST" ON P.
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Workshop Takes Theatre Off-Stage
BY MARIE MONTGOMERY

Put on sweat pants and tennis shoes and
head down to the Oak Room in the BCC this
Friday for "Theatre Games for Life, Love and
Career: A Workshop." Katie McLaughlin '07
created the workshop as part of her independent study project.
"I have been interested in looking at how
theatre skills can be applied to other situations beyond a theatre performance," said
McLaughlin.
McLaughlin, who worked with Marti LoMonaco, chair of the department of Visual and
Performing Arts, devised the workshop to test
how theatre can help in real-life situations.
"These exercises are all about understanding who you are and how you communicate with and respond to others," said
LoMonaco. "Most people go into 'auto pilot'
response when confronted with difficult situ-

ations; this training teaches you how to open
up, listen and respond with empathy and
understanding."
McLaughlin focused most of her research
on Augusto Boal, who is most famous for
"Theatre of the Oppressed," which focused on
how theatre was being used for oppression in
Brazil and lays down ways in which to combat
this occurence.
"By participating in theatre, I have come
to understand more fully how I act, interact
and react to my life experiences, and I have
also seen my self-confidence improve," said
McLaughlin. "These are skills that can't be
learned in the traditional classroom. This
workshop benefits anyone who is having
problems with a relationship, is giving a presentation and wants to succeed in any arena
of their lives."
The workshop is free and open to anyone
who is interested. It will be from 1-4 p.m. in
the Oak Room on Friday.
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Alex Claydon's Band Is Becoming Fairfield's 'Next Big Thing1
BY SEAN CORBETT

If you have your own band at Fairfield,
there are limited outlets available to showcase your talent. Alex Claydon's Band has
played everywhere on Fairfield's campus:
The Levee, Dolan Chapel, the BCC, Gonzaga Auditorium and on the lawns. It is not
exactly easy to get yourself out there as a
band at Fairfield.
If you're Alex Claydon's Band, you've
played all those places and more, and you've
been excited about every single one of them.
Currently, Claydon and his regular band,
whose official name is in the works, are in
the studio recording their first album. AJ
Piper '08 is Claydon's regular second-hand
(or voice) man and the rest of the band is
made up of non-University musicians. Will
Whatley is on drums and Pat Cardone is on
bass. The group is lucky to have Jen Durkin,
from the band Deep Banana Blackout, lending her vocal talent to some of the tracks.
They're recording in Monroe, Conn., in the
back rooms and attic of a music store/school
owned by musician and sound engineer Jim
Swaine, who is recording for the band.
"I wouldn't be doing this if I didn't
think it was a good project," said Swaine.
He said it's good that they don't sound like
someone else.
Claydon's influences include Allman

Brothers Band, Simon
and Garfunkel, Lynyrd
Skynyrd, Eric Clapton
and other tried-and-true
musicians with a real
knack for creating real
and exciting music for
anyone who has ears.
And after visiting the
studio for a recording session last week, it's clear
that the process might
be more time-consuming than any engineering
class or philosophy term
paper ever completed at
Fairfield.
With five songs completed, and at least five
more to go, the band isn't
even at its halfway mark,
and it started mid-FebruElyse Raby/The Mirror
ary. Claydon said this Rocking Out on Lessing Field: Alex Claydon (left) and AJ Piper (right) peforming at this years Spring
is mainly because band Weekend.
song recorded for a demo CD before the end workers at Fairfield. And there are plenty of
members have been juggling classes, work, recording and playing of the summer, with a CD finished around the talented musicians on campus, and they're
live. Meticulous attention is being paid to start of school in the fall.
all worth checking out as many times as posevery inch of tape that is recorded, and from
"This is no genre stuff, man," Clayton sible, but Claydon and his band have made
it their business to be as present as possible.
the sounds of "Life Times Too" and "Hold it said.
Down," two finished tracks, it shows.
It should be exciting, but also empow- And now you can expect a full-length CD
They plan to have all the parts to every ering, to hear the music of the real hard- from them in the fall.

These Arctic
Monkeys Are Hot
BY KEVIN SCHINEIDER

In January 2006, the Arctic Monkeys
LP "Whatever People Say I Am, That's
What I'm Not" became the fastest-selling
debut album in UK history, selling 360,000
copies its first week. Since then, the album
has gone triple platinum and allowed for
the Monkeys to snag the UK's prestigious
Mercury Prize Award.
Naturally, the band received a ridiculous amount of hype. Ridiculous hype
may even be an understatement. Since the
Monkeys exploded onto the music scene,
however, they have been working as hard
as possible to show that they aren't a band
that's going to be satisfied with just 15
minutes of fame. They want the world to
know that there's a lot of substance behind
the hype that crowds their name. And they
have done so very well.
Four months after the release of "Whatever People Say I Am," the Monkeys followed with the cleverly titled EP, "Who The
F— Are Arctic
Monkeys?"
And now, a
year later, the
Monkeys have released their sophomore effort, "Favourite Worst
Nightmare."
UThe alI bum kicks
'
offsimilarto
the way one
would imagine
the Arctic Monkeys' lifestyle has
been over the last
year and a half.
Contributed Photo The

You'll go bananas: Lead
guitar (above right) and lead
singer (above left) of the
Arctic Monkeys.

first

few songs
are chaotic
and hit the
ground

running
at breakneck speed.
The second
the smoke
clears on one song, they launch into
the next track without glancing back.
Musically, the Monkeys haven't done
anything too wild, but are still somewhat out
of their reach. There's a new, more complex
approach to the songwriting but they are
the same Arctic Monkeys. They still feature
unforgettable melodic hooks within the music and lyrics and front man Alex Turner's
distinct accent to tie it all together. The
fourth track, "Fluorescent Adolescent," is
one of their most catchy songs yet.
Turner sings: "The best you ever had/Is
just a memory and those dreams/But as daft
as they seem /As daft as they seem /My love
when you dream them up."
One area of clear improvement is in
Turner's lyrics. On their first album, the lyrics generally revolved around the Monkeys'
hometown of Sheffield, England, and told
tales of growing up there.
Now, the Monkeys have conquered the
world and expanded their lyrical themes to
show that. On "Do Me a Favour," Turner
sings: "She walked away, well her shoes
were untied/And the eyes were all red/You
could see that we'd cried and I watched and
I waited/Till she was inside, forcing a smile
and waving goodbye." Turner proves he can
do much more than capture the feeling of
an English school boy in love. He shows he
has the ability to write standout lyrics that
cut much deeper and last after the sing-along ends.

Nothing Worth Seeing in Invisible1
BY MARIE MONTGOMERY

What would you do if you were invisible? Apparently, scream a lot. Atleast that
is what the main character Nick Powell
(Justin Chatwin) chooses to do in "The
Invisible." "The Invisible" is the latest film
from the creators of "The Sixth Sense,"
who specialize in movies where the main
character doesn't really exist for most of
the film.
"The Invisible" is the story of Nick,
a golden boy in high school who finds
himself mixed up with the wrong crowd,
thanks to his best friend Pete (Chris Marquette). Nick is the typical angry teenager
who hates his cold mother (Marcia Gay
Harden) because she just doesn't understand his deep desires to be a writer. After
a party one night, Nick is beaten and left
for dead by Annie Newton (Margarita Levieva), the resident school bully. Although
I have mentioned the premise early on, the
filmmakers take their sweet time with the
exposition. It was the longest 30 minutes
of my life and made the idea of watching
paint dry seem appealing.
As the tag line for the film says, "How
do you solve a murder when you are the
victim?" Well, as it turns out, solving the
murder is not the hard part. The problem
is getting anyone in the mortal realm to
pay attention to the embodiment of one's
soul walking the earth.

Feminists will be happy to know that
women are now getting to play the villain.
Still, they shouldn't be too happy because
she keeps her hat on her head so as not to
reveal that she has long flowing girly hair.
Levieva did the best she could to pull off
the "Slip-Knot," teen kid with an abusive
family. She provided the only spark to
"Invisible."
The film was first adapted from a
Swedish novel by Mats Wahl into an
award-winning Swedish film "Osynlige,
Den." Then Hollywood decided that they
could do it better. Not to mention Hollywood has run out of ideas and needed a
break from making "Saw 20."
"The Invisible" is a melodramatic pile
of mush. The film is so overly dramatic
that it makes it impossible for the audience to take it seriously. Just as parents
often say to their teenager, you will find
yourself saying, "Could you be anymore
dramatic?" As with any film that pushes
the parameters of the human imagination,
the film has trouble abiding by its own
rules. Although Nick cannot move a pile of
books in the mortal realm, when he needs
to, he suddenly receives the power.
In the end, "The Invisible" is just
a bad emo love story. It will make you
thankful that you graduated high school.

Contributed Photo
Expressing teen angst: Annie (Margarita Levieva) and invisible Nick (Justin Chatwin).
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Virginia Tech Victim's Music Gets National Recognition
BY VERONICA FLORENTINO

After his death, Daniel
O'Neil's music has reached national popularity with a little help
from the World Wide Web.
Twenty-two years old from
Lincoln, R.I., who had finished
graduate work Lafayette College.
O'Neil was a graduate student
studying environmental engineering when he was killed in the engineering building at Virginia Tech.
A passionate musician, O'Neil
played the guitar and sang. He
recorded songs, many of which
he wrote, with a microphone he
received free with his computer.
As people around the nation

mourn the tragedy at Virginia
Tech and read about the victims,
it is quite easy to come across
www.residenthippy.com, the link
for O'Neil's music page, or www.
myspace.com/residenthippy. The
music is especially significant in
helping some grieve or remember
those lost at Tech. The tracks on
his Myspace alone have been
played approximately 100,000
times.
"As I listened to this young
man's music, I was somehow
comforted despite the tears that
flowed freely down my face. I did
not know Dan O'Neil, but this one
moment alone with his music is
something I will surely treasure,"

Jay Jimenez said in a comment to

Jammin': O'Neil plays his guitar.

Cinefest Spotlights Students
CONTINUED FROM P.
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presence and classic smile. They
remember him enjoying life and
enjoying his music.
"Senior year, Dan was always
up in his room jammin'out [on his
guitar] covers to the cheesiest pop
songs. It was rare to come into the
apartment and not hear an acoustic collaboration of Backstreet
Boys upstairs," Jesslyn Roebuck
said in The New York Times.
His close friends, including
Burbank, said they would honor
O'Neil with a memorial fund and
a CD of his music.
Contributions can be sent
to the Daniel O'Neil Memorial
Fund, RO. Box 111, Manville,
R.I. 02838.

Famous Vibes

state, he has the experience of actually living out
his mind's fantasy of a richer life. After eventually
snapping out of the fugue, he must then decide which
life he will live."
While film majors and minors dominate the
submissions, any student or faculty member can enter
their work shown. Mayzik noted that the films don't
even have be from work done at the University.
"We look for strength in story telling abilities,
directing, .cinematography, editing and sound, all
major components of filmmaking and television,"
said Mayzik.
"I had a short film that was shown at Cinefest
last year and it won Best Cinematography," said
Ginnetty. "It was quite a rush, very exciting and at
the same time real scary to have your own personal
thoughts and ideas revealed on a huge screen to a
packed house."
Also showing will be the much anticipated debut
of the HAM channel series "The Aughts." Another
short student film, "Rough Draft," is about two
college friends who have their comedy sketch show
picked up by a major television network. The situation ends up tearing their friendship apart.

Foundation, approached Father Mayzik head of
the new media studies department, for information
about the University's film program.
"From the time the Foundation began running
the Community Theatre in 2001, getting youth
participation and involvement has been a primary
goal," said Redgate. "I wanted the theatre to have
an emphasis on independent filmmaking and student
films."
Redgate said he walked into Mayzik's office
one day to inquire about the new media studies
program.
"What started as a casual conversation about
students having an opportunity to showcase their
films resulted in Cinefest Fairfield."
The first Cinefest was held in 2005 primarily
as a prelude to a New Media major, Mayzik said.
"We wanted to showcase the talent of the students
who deserved a major to continue developing their
talent."
Each year 20-25 students submit work and 10-12
pieces are chosen to be screened at the festival. This
was implemented after more students
than expected submitted work the first
year. That year, the show lasted for more
than three hours.
The featured pieces included animation, music videos, short narrative
stories, comedies, dramas and even radio and audio programs of radio dramas
shown in the past.
Patrick Ginnetty '07 has a film
entitled, "Fugue," which will be shown
this year.
"I submitted the script to the media
center and was awarded the Pitch and
Produce fellowship grant," Ginnetty
said. "The film is about a man in his 30's
who has a tendency to escape from his
colorless life into the more vivid realm
of fantasy. When he suffers a mental Stop for "Rough Draft": Matt Brown (above) inspects the
crosswalk in a sketch comedy skit about campus patrol.
break in the form of a dissociative fugue

The New York Times.
"It's amazing. I can't even
believe it," said Amanda Burbank
to the Associated Press about the
response to O'Neil's music. "It
just means a lot to us."
Burbank can be heard in
several duets with O'Neil on his
Web site.
"He would make jokes about
it, he was so down to earth. I
think inside he would also be really happy," said Steve Craveiro,
a friend of O'Neil's from high
school, who told the Associated
Press O'Neil knew what a mark
his music had left.
Those who knew O'Neil
remember him for his consistent

CONTINUED FROM P.
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and share ideas, a catalyst
for future ideas to form. All these
peoples will bring synergistic energy, and from that, new ideas to
a city looking for ideas."
Some of the scheduled acts
include new bands from former
members of the Grateful Dead
and Phil Lesh & Friends, George
Clinton and Parliament Funkadelic, Los Lobos, Buddy Guy,
Assembly of Dust and Keller and
the Keels.
According to cofounder Ken
Hays, the birth of the Gathering of
the Vibes began in August 1995,
with the death of the Grateful
Dead's Jerry Garcia, Many in the
"jam band" scene worried their
days were numbered.
However, in 1996 at Purchase
College in New York, the "Gathering of the Tribe: Dead Heaven"
united the biggest talent and fans
of the scene. A year later the festival was renamed the Gathering of
the Vibes and has been attracting
fans from all over the world.
"It is my good pleasure to
return this year to one of the best
festivals of the season and make
a bunch of music with my good
friends," said Donna Jean Godchaux, a member of the Grateful
Dead from 1970 to 1979.
"Over the years the Vibes
has become a landmark for me,
the rest of the artists that perform
and certainly the fans. It's like
Fourth of July or something - a
celebration that marks the pass-

ing of another year," said Reid
Genauer, singer of the band Assembly of Dust.
Other artists agree.
"The Vibes is a highlight of
The Zen Trickster's calendar,"
said Jeff Mattson of Donna Jean
and the Tricksters. "We are the
only band who has performed all
twelve years of this festival. We've
seen it grow from the small Deadhead Heaven it began as the year
after Jerry Garcia passed away,
into the large, much-anticipated
event that it has become."
According to Franzino, he,
Hays and other Vibes founder
Bob Kennedy met to brainstorm
concepts for incorporating local
acts.
"We came up with what is
going to be called "The Beach
Stage," - a stage directly on the
beach where local artists will
play."
Besides singing with DBB,
Durkin will perform with former
Grateful Dead member Mickey
Hart and friends, and might be
playing on the "local band stage"
with Equinox, a new project she
started this year. "I'm so glad my
kids will get to come down and
dance with me this year at Seaside
Park. It's gonna be rockin'."
"We really enjoyed playing
near the water in 1998 and 1999.
For me, personally, it will be a
sentimental occasion as the last
Gathering of the Vibes in Bridgeport is where I first asked out the
woman who is now my wife," said
Mattson.
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Leaving a Mark: Mezzocchi Wraps Up 'Stoplight'

Jack McNamara/ The Mirror

Testing the actors: Mezzocchi works with cast members at the beginning of the project.

BY JACK MCNAMARA
"This is a little more complex than a play."
"Is it?"
Who can even remember
the last time that they had to
quote banter between God and
an angel or characterizations of
them for that matter? It doesn't
matter, for in this case it seems
appropriate. This was the perfect description for Jared Mezzocchi's '07 "One Stoplight in
Hollis," which
played six soldout shows at the
Quick Center's
Wien Experimental Theatre
this past week.
For those of
you who have
not been following the rather
positive publicity that Mezzocchi's last collegiate hurrah has received,
"One Stoplight in Hollis" was
created as a combination production of both film and theatre, an amalgamation that isn't
done often.
In fact, at a talk-back
session following one-of his
shows, Mezzocchi commented
on criticism he recieved for
his ideas.
"Far too often did I hear
people say, 'You can't do both
[film and theatre], pick one.'"
His response: "No."
This ultimately proved to
be the best answer. Stoplight is
captivating. It was impossible

not to notice how much sheer
attention was being paid to
a very emotionally-intensive
plot, which revolved around
the death of a family man
and the resulting troubles that
broke out in the realms of the
temporal and the divine.
The best way to describe
this sensation is to transcribe
the moments which led up to
the intermission. During that
particular scene, a shotgun was
almost (key word: almost) torn

The character of God, portrayed
by none other than the theatre
Jean Santopatre/Public Relations
department's Jon Leiseth, had God (Jon Leiseth) and Jesus (Brian Hooper '06) greet Sophia (Tess
a commanding presence. The Brown '07): In the opening of "One Stoplight."
only character that would break
the fourth wall, God made the
audience laugh when he was
happy and silenced them and
when he was angered. Students were not left out, either.
Tess Brown '07 excelled at
being perky, all the while
maintaining an astute gravity of character, as the angel
:
Sophia.
Aside

"Far too often did I h ear
people say, 'you cant
do both Film and
Theatre, pick one. "
-Jared Mezzocchi

away from a suicidal widow,
when all of a sudden the house
lights quickly went dark and
a loud gunshot sounded. The
light returned, the stage had
been cleared and the audience
did not know what to do. They
were stunned, almost entirely
throughout their ranks.
Equal credit was earned by
the Stoplight's acting talent, all
of whom were on par with the
script's dialogue. Pete Smith,
a New Jersey fireman who
auditioned after responding to
an Internet casting call, was
brilliant in his Fairfield unveiling as Michael, the protagonist.

from being a

success, perhaps the greatest honor that
Stoplight has
received is that
it was the final
theatre-related
show that is
being shown
at Fairfield until next semester, and Jared's final project at
Fairfield as an undergraduate.
It sends out a strong message
to the Fairfield community:
to be bold in your endeavors.
Experiment with the untried,
break the customary boundaries of your work and venture
forth with your visionary
ideas. In this regard, Mezzocchi has proven himself adept, so keep an eye on him.
Mezzocchi is going places, and I imagine Stoplight
Jack McNarmara /The Mirror
will follow in spirit if noth- The last shot filmed on "Stoplight:" Mezzocchi looks at footage with director of photography Brian McAllister '06 .
ing else.

Editor: Meghan Schelzi & Mary McCall
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So Little Time, So Much To Do
Decrease Stress With Helpful Study Tips During Exam Crunch Time
BY MEGHAN SCHELZI

Whether you are a freshman or a
senior, that dreaded time of cramming for
exams is upon us. Don't bother trying to
sleep in or find distractions because, like
it or not, there's no escaping it.
The following are a few brief study
tips to help keep you on track as you
cram for exams during the next week and
a half:

midnight realized you've been studying
for the wrong test?
Get ahead and you won't get caught
in a jam. You'll also reduce stress and give
yourself more time for large amounts of
material as the exam day approaches.
3. Choose a good study location.
Yes, the year is ending and you want to
spend every waking minute with your
friends. But when it comes to effective

studying, pick a location that will keep
distractions to a minimum.
The library and study lounges always
make for good study locations, but if
you don't want to miss out on the warm
weather, consider quiet places outside.
The tables outside of Donnarumma
Hall or the hill outside of the library are
quiet enough to study and allow you to
soak up the sun simultaneously.

5. Strategize. Find the strategy that
works best for you. Whether it's flashcards
or study guides, figure out what helps you
to study most efficiently and stick to it.
Memorizing material is never an enjoyable task, but if you discover a method
which works well for you, studying for
thie year's finals and all tests in the future will be easier.

1. Start early.. Studying should not
begin the night before, or even two nights
before, your exam. Studying for any exam,
especially a final, should begin as soon as
you find out the material that will be on
the test.
By beginning early, you'll give
yourself enough time to ask professors
questions and clear up confusing material that has been covered throughout the
semester.
There's nothing worse than realizing
that you're missing notes the night before
your final.
2. Create a schedule. By looking
up the dates of your finals and budgeting time to study, you can use study time
more effectively. How many times have
you spent all night studying and then at

4. Study in a group. All students have
different study habits. Some study better
independently while others study better in
groups. But try to mix it up.
If you always study alone, get together
with a few classmates and discuss class
material. Tossing around ideas may clarify
information for all students involved. You
may even make some new friends in the
process.

James Nguyen/The Mirror

Serious study time: Meredith Darts '07 starts studying early so she won't be stressed
the night before her finals.

The pressure is on as the year draws
to a close, but remember one thing: it's
important to study, but don't let studying
be the only activity you do. As the saying
goes, "All work and no play makes Jack
a dull boy."
Work hard for the next two weeks, but
be sure to make time to relax and enjoy the
nice weather.
Keep these tips in mind and remember
that in two weeks, all of your exams will
be behind you.

Trip 10 Tijuana Fairfield Students Plan for Mexico Immersion Project
According to Campus Ministry, Los Ninos looks
to "improve the quality of life by creating opportunities
Unlike students who will be traveling to Carribbean for children and their families to realize their human
islands for summer vacation, eight Fairfield students will potential through participation in the development of
be helping others and immersing themselves in Mexican communities."
The difference between this trip and previous service
culture.
The students along with two faculty advisers Fr. trips is the mission of "immersion," a concept that is a
Jim Mayzik; director of new media, film, and television; priority for the group and its two University advisers,
and Jean Santopatre, University photojournalist, will be students said.
According to Levy, immersion refers to "learning
lending a hand building homes, putting up fences and
serving hot meals at soup kitchens on a Campus Ministry about the culture instead of just helping them through
service projects."
Immersion trip in Tijuana, Mexico.
Participants will have the opportunity to attend two
Meghan Schelzi '10, Ignacio Pallares '10, Jen Dombrowski '10, Jerry Schneider '10, Bob Camissa '10, Kris- border tours and address the issue of border security.
ten Villanueva '09, Lauren Levy '09 and Jessica Bromberg
% "I've done service trips before to Canada, but this
'08 are the students who will embark on this trip, which one is different. We can broaden our horizons and see
that the world is bigger than what is here at Fairfield,"
will last from May 23 to June 1.
Campus Ministry, along with Los Ninos, a service said Dombrowski.
The students said they are looking forward to dediorganization that works with South American Countries,
cating their time and services to those less fortunate in
is planning the trip.
Tijuana.
"I've never been to Mexico, so it
will be interesting to find out what it's
like first hand," said Villanueva.
x
'These people really can't afford it.
We're going there to build playgrounds,
help orphans, build houses and put in
any kind of manual labor we can," said
Levy.
Each student was required to fundraise at least $500 to cover the cost of
travel expenses for the trip.
Students have also been participating in multiple fundraisers over the past
couple of weeks.
Fundraisers included a letter-writing campaign, a bake sale and door-todoor solicitation of donations.
"We live in a dorm in Connecticut
Contributed Photo
[but now] we're getting the chance
Meeting new friends: On last year's immersion trip to Mexico, students
spent time with local families.
to learn about border issues from the
border and experience their culture by
BY JOE CARRETTA

living in it," Dombrowski said.
The unique concept of this trip is the immersion
aspect. Stuents at Fairifeld rarely have the oppurtunity to
expose themselves to the culture outside the University,
the participants said. The eight students embarking on
the trip said they hope to have an eyeopening experience
south of the border.

Contributed Photo

Lending a helping hand: One of the projects students
participated in during last year's trip was planting trees.

Editor: Meghan Schelzi

May 3, 2007
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Ponder This Pond
PHOTO
HUNT

Can You
Spot the 7
Changes?
Head to
ww.fairfieldmirror.coml

for the
answers...
Good Luck!
by Elyse Raby

Workout for the whole semester for only $99
That's less than your Art History Book.

• Multiple 30,000 square foot slate of-the-art facilities
• Unlimited FREE tanning in brand new stand-up booths
• 500 group exercise classes per week, including spinning
and Pilates, belly dancing and boot camp
• Private flat-screen televisions on all cardio equipment
• Connecticut's most comprehensive free-weight area

Amazing Clubs! • Amazing Service/ • Amazing Price!
Valid fo* students 17-23 with school 83: Semester memtMfshfcs good through 12/53/06. New members onfr. Other restnctjons may appiy CaR33*-*S0Sfor=w«id»t»
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QUESTION OF THE WEEK
How will you be spending your summer?
Meghan Chasse

"Relaxing at home before I move
out.
"I'm working and going to California and
Cape Cod."

-Sarah Regan '07

♦*

-Alisha Soares '09

JSJ

"I'm just working then
going to Bermuda."
'Tm going to try and graduate this summer."

-PhilSpada '10

-Steve Taglione '07

s^—^^—■—

^^T"^^^

"A couple ofcamping trips in between
lifeguarding and waitressing."
-Wendy Carbone '09

"Medical internship, working
and having fun at karate."
-Jimmy "Jam" Cuenta '08

%#

Career
Fairneid
UNIVERSITY
Corner
Congratulations to the
Class of 2007
/ hope you never fear those mountains in the distance,
Never settle for the path of least resistance
Livin might mean takin' chances but they're worth takin',
Lovin' might be a mistake but it's worth makin',
Don't let some hell bent heart leave you bitter,
When you come close to sellin out reconsider,
Give the heavens above more than just a passing glance,
And when you get the choice to sit it out or dance.
I hope you dance....l hope you dance.
A Passage from "I Hope You Dance" by Lee Ann Womack
We've enjoyed working with you. If you have not met with us
yet we are here all summer and offer alumni services.
We wish you all the best.

SENIORS, JUNIORS & SOPHOMORES:
In addition to regional and national employers posting position
openings through eRecruiting, Fairfield's own Online Job Board
is located at www.fairfield.edu/careers. To access the Board
you need to enter the password. Forgot the password...contact
the Career Planning Center at cpc@mail.fairfield.edu or call ext.
4081.
Internship opportunities continue to be posted on eRecruiting.
Be sure to check.

The Career Planning Center, Kelley Center-254-4081
e mail:cpc(5)mail.fairfield.edu

Dun & Meag are
graduating...

Apply to be the next...

HE said / SHE said
Just answer the following question in 400 words:

What are the best and
worst parts of being a
freshman guy or girl?
E-mail your column as an attachment
to themirror@stagweb.fairfield.edu
Meg is graduating too... ^g*
Question nf the Week
Apply today to themirror@stagweb.fairfield.edu
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JUDOKU

A

NUMBER
LOGIC PUZZLE

©2007 Joshua 0'Connell. All Rights Reserved, http://www.inpursuit.com

To the end of classes...to chicken
parm in barone...to the class of 2007
graduating...to Diet Coke Plus, I love
that.. .to Gilmore Girls on Tuesdays.. .to
Kat von D...to Cinco de Mayo...to
Puffins aka the best cereal.. .to smoothies...to couliosh...to Mika...to Harry
Potter...to bbqs...to gnomes...to pink
mustache.. .to new shoes.. .to taking too
many pictures...to study abroad in the
fall...to Entourage and Ari...to summer. . .to shear genius.. .to my new headband. . .to my roommate Allison...FUSA
programming...to my new car...to BCC
all night...to secularism...to Petey...to
red hot chilli peppers...to shit...to Sarah
& AJ's wedding...to eating playdoh...
bamboozle...to hot latinas...to drinking
while doing a take-home final...raindrops on roses....to Crocs...to Elyse's
bull riding skills...to public safety letting
us pay off parking tickets by donating
to charity at the dunk tank...to the 70's...
to Bertucci's...to acrobats...to men's lax
winning the last game of the season...
to montages...to disco balls...to bean
bags...to re-painting walls...to spring
birthdays...to Geminis, our birthdays
are coming up...to going to the Grape all
summer and chilling with locals, we'll
be good and sick of it by senior year...to
chrome rims...to the new hardtop BMW
convertible...to finals and the chance for
a hot and steamy affair in the stacks...

Place the numbers 1 through 9 in the grid so they appear once in
each row, column, and nine-box square.

To cold sores...to finals...to
rainy days with no rain boots...to
people who can match EVERY part
of their outfit.. .to being sick during
finals...to leaving school...to my
TV cord that keeps falling down.. .to
procrastination.. .to Logan on Gilmore Girls, he's a jerk...to contacts
that dry my eyes out.. .to really smug
people.. .to that song this is why I'm
hot.. .to not getting a townhouse.. .to
too many labs...to dirty old man...
to exams before finals...to the worst
spring weekend EVER...to $2 beers
in the beer garden...to too much
work...to writing exams...to the
library...to the rain...to 10 page papers...to loud neighbors...to throwing
up in the urinals...to pissing in your
girlfriends bed...to "the foot"...to
"sorry I'm not sorry "...to not having
housing...to freshman girls prancing
around in their hideous bathing suits
during the middle of the day...to guys
PMSing...to clingy relationships...to
not being able to go out on Tuesaday
nights...to offering random alumni a
place to sleep for the night and waking up to find that they had ransacked
the refrigerator and emptied the contents on your kitchen table...to inelligible lacrosse players complaining
about how difficult their lives are...to
creeper stalkers, get a life...

PUZZLE #1 ■EASY

8

5
8 5
9
4 3 8 1
3 2 4 9
8
7
8
7 9
2 6
6
1

7
6

5 7

PUZZLE #2-I MEDIUM

7
5
2 3 4
4 5 1
7
2 3
8

1

3

9
4
8 9
1
6
8
2 5
9

2
6

8
3 9

6
8 7 3

PUZZLE #4 -BRAIN FREEZE

7
7 3

1
5
3

9
6

4

1 7
5

8
6 1

8
9

4
6 7

6

9

3

7

3 9
2

PUZZLE #3 -HARD

6 7
3

8 5

1
8
9
2
6 5

1

7 5
9
4
8 7
9 3
4
2
5
6 3
1
3
7
9 3
7
3
6 1
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Looking for the ans w ens'

■
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I
|

solution at
www.fairfieldmirror.com
Week of 5/3/2007

JUDOKUJUMBO
©2007 Joshua 0'Connell. All Rights Reserved, http://www.ln-pursun.com

A Sudoku Jumbo puzzle is solved just like regular Sudoku, but it's bigger.
Instead of numbers, the letters A through P are used.
Each letter appears once in each row, column and 16-box square.
Cross off as letters are fully used: A B C D E F G H1J K L M N 0 P

P
E D
C
M L N
P
N
A G D
F D
J
F
H
L
1 K
J
H N
A
H K
A
A
J
P
C
M
C
F
1

M
O
D A
H F
P

N
K
A
K

H
B

L
C

E
N F

K
K G P B
P B H D
F
G
M
J
E
F

L
M

N J
B A
K
G M

O
M
L

1
G
N
J

J

O
N

L

H
B P C
O
K
D 1 M
H
N B

Looking for the answers? Head online to check
your answers at www.fairfieldmirror.com
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Mirror Sports 3x5
FRESHMAN EDITION
TOM
CLEARY

THE STAFF

1. Brady Quinn, not cute

Quinn should have gone to the
Dolphins with the ninth pick, they are
going to be regretting that decision for
a long time.

Tom Brady, Joe Montana, Dan Marino: none selected in the top 20. I'm pretty
sure Mr. Quinn will be just fine.

NFL, it's one of the best sporting
events of the year.

At least people care enough to make the
NFL Draft worthwhile. Where's Clam Jam
when you need it?

Throwing water balloons at Ben
Doody.

That would be my first townhouse party
minus the basement. It's just not the same.

Dan Akeson calling his shot against
Haliskoe. He has trained us well. (And
accidentally hitting a Sodexho worker
with a water ballon.)

4. Best 3X5 guest?

Andrew Chapin, because he at least
knew something about sports.

James Thompson. I wish he could
read this, but he's probably not on campus.

If only Ryan Blair were still here
and not hanging out with middle-aged
Indian men. .

5. Winner of AL East?

Boston Red Sox, no question about it.
They will win by at least ten games.

They've won it for the last 9 years,
they have 26 World Series championships
and the best player in baseball.

O's. The Baltimore accent makes it that
much cooler. Plus, the Yankees stole our
team and Red Sox fans are just annoying.

enough for the Top 20?
2. Better Draft: NFL or
Beer Garden?
3.Best part of Spring

Have fun in the AFC North. I'm sure
Ray Lewis wants to meet you. Troy Smith
learning from Steve McNair will be the
real story.
.
:;

The NFL Draft actually had people
in it.

Weekend?
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Taking Care of Business: Allen Steps Into Leadership Role
As of April 30 he led the team with a .377 batting average,
16 doubles and five home runs.
"Something clicked for me in the off-season and allowed me to stay loose at the plate," Allen said.
"Last year he chased balls out of the strike zone all the
time, where this year he's rarely done that. That's mainly the
biggest difference," said Allen's head coach John Slosar.
Allen credited a lot of his improvement to his father,
George, who has been his baseball mentor throughout his
life. He coached his summer league team and took him to
batting cages to work on his swing.
The team has developed a tight bond that has allowed
them to be comfortable on the field. The team also has great
talent in the junior class and below.
He practices as an outfielder and has formed a bond
with his fellow outfielders. He and his fellow players devote
much of their time to baseball.
"Playing Division I baseball is like a full time job,"
said Allen.
Allen's fellow junior teammate Pat Hoban has developed a positive relationship with Allen because of the
amount of time they spend together.
"We both love baseball. We joke with each other," said
Hoban. "We may have different personalities, but we like
the same Mexican food."
Allen describes himself as an "easygoing, pretty nice
kid." He also credits his family for raising him to respect
others.
"Pete isn't much of a talker. He's got these big headphones that he's always wearing. We tell him that he looks
like an air traffic controller trying to land airplanes and block
Jon Ollwerther/The Mirror
Slugging to success: Peter Allen '08 has become the Stags out the ruckus we are always causing in Townhouse 65, but
hitting star and is on his way to his best season at Fairfield,
I mean he is definitely an easy kid to live with," said his
leading the team in home runs and batting average.
housemate and teammate Dylan Gandossy '08.
"He's serious when he has to be, but he can also be
goofy sometimes. He can keep us loose,", said Hoban.
BY DAN STANCZYK
Staying loose is exactly how Allen has improved this
year. He is an offensive leader, who said he wants to break
Designated hitter Peter Allen '08 is quiet and reserved that stereotype that athletes who are not vocal do not make
by nature, but this season he is making a lot of noise with his good leaders.
bat. Allen has been the most important player for the baseball
"I'm not a vocal rah rah guy. I try to lead by example and
team this year.
hopefully the younger guys can learn from that," said Allen.
, Last season Allen struggled in the designated hitter role.
Coach Slosar said Allen's numbers speak for themselves
He hit only .238 and led the team in strikeouts. Allen turned and that Allen does little things that often go unnoticed.
those struggles into motivation and turned his game around.
"He goes about his business, shows up for practice, comes

and goes, does his work; that type of thing," said Slosar.
Allen is an accounting major and is preparing for his
future after baseball including an internship with the General
Maritime Corporation in New York.
He also may have the chance to play in the nation's third
best collegiate summer league, the Northwoods League, in
Minnesota and would take that opportunity over an internship.
"I only have one opportunity," said Allen, "I'm young, but
it's not like I have two years left. I want scouts to see me."

Rago Sets Hits Record
BY FRANK ROMANO AND TOM CLEARY

Stags baseball outfielder Jason Rago '08 helped the Stags
to a 13-5 win over Sacred Heart on Tuesday by tying a school
record for hits in a game with five hits.
The win came after a 1-2 weekend series against Siena.
The Fairfield baseball team beat the Saints 6-0 on Sunday in the final game of a three-game series, improving to
7-10 in the MAAC and 11-24 overall.
Senior Ed Kamintzky got the win, going six strong
innings and giving up only three hits. He improved to 3-3
on the year.
Peter Allen '08 and Mike Weiner '08 shouldered the
offensive load. Together, they gained five of Fairfield's six
hits on the day.
Sunday was a turnaround from Saturday, when the Stags
lost both games of a doubleheader to Siena, 9-7 and 4-2.
Starters Ryan Calabrese '08 and Rob Gariano.' 10 picked
up the losses.
In game one, Calabrese4id not have his best stuff. He
lasted only 3 2/3 innings and gave up five runs.
In game two, Gariano gave up four runs (two earned)
over five innings. Matt Tiagwad '10 and Patrick Hoban '08
drove in the only two runs of the game.
On Tuesday the Stags belted cross-town rival Sacred
Heart at the Ballpark at Harbor Yard in Bridgeport. Allen
was two for four with two runs scored.
Doug Ciallella ^38 was dominant on the mound, allowing
five hits over six innings of work with four strikeouts. Mike
Fournier '10 pitched three scoreless innings in relief to pick
up his third save of the season.

Crew Team Rowing to Success
BY KEITH CONNORS
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YOUR FUTURE IS WITHIN REACH
And so is the money to pay for it
College expenses should not be a roadblock for your future. Stay on track with an
alternative loan from Campus Door. Get up to S250.000 to pay for college and
make no payments until 12 months after you graduate. Apply online today at
campusdoor.com to receive an approval usually in less than a minute. Spend your
time planning for your future, not worrying about how to pay for it.
You have the will. We have the way.
campusdpor.com

door

All loans are subject to credit approval. Programs, rates, terms and conditions are subject to change without notice. Other
restrictions apply.

Trade, Servicemarks are the property of Campus Door Inc. and/or its affiliates. Lender is Lehman

Brothers Bank. FSB. £2007 Campus Door Inc. All Rights Reserved. Equal Opportunity Lender.

The Fairfield crew team was out to break
| stereotypes this season.
After their strong showing this season,
it's safe to say that the team proved that row,
row, rowing isn't so gentle, after all.
Following a great showing at the Knecht
I Cup, in which the junior varsity four finished
first in their event, the Stags carried their
momentum into the MAAC championships
I last weekend in Princeton, N.J.
The team finished fourth overall based on
[ their 106 point total over five events.
The very same junior varsity four squad
I that finished first in the Knecht Cup continued their recent string of success with a gold
| medal, the only one for Fairfield on the day.
To add to the already-impressive show[ ing in that event, the team's other entry in the
[ same race finished third.
The novice four followed their example,
I finishing with a silver medal in the race after
| being narrowly edged out for first.
They finished a mere 3.57 seconds be| hind Loyola (Md.).
Fairfield's overall placing matched the
[team's fourth place finish last season, but
the team felt that there has been tremendous
improvement over the past year, especially
[ given the team's young roster.
"We are a young team, totally consisting
I of sophomores and freshmen. During the day
some people even raced three times," said
| sophomore Christina DiCioccio.
Of the 31 student-athletes on the team, 15
I are freshmen, some with little or no experi| ence prior to this season.
Coaching was a vital part of the over-

all improvements during the course of the
season.
Varsity coach John Leonard has played
an integral part in this process, implementing
new strategies that have the team raving about
extra possibilities.
"We have some great new guidance from
a new varisty coach, John Leonard, who has
showed a totally new way to row, for the better," said DiCioccio.
The Stags will look forward to their
final race, the Dad Valis, in Philadelphia on
May 11.

Contributed Photo

Row, row, row your boat: The crew team
rowed to a fourth place finish at the MAAC
Championships.
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Men's Lacrosse Overtakes St. John's on Senior Day
CONTINUED FROM PAGE

20

It was Downing's 100th career goal in his Fairfield
career.
He is only the fourth player in school history to score
100 goals.
His two-goal performance places him at fourth place
all time at 101 goals.
Another senior attackman, Mike Bocklet, added to an
already impressive season, finishing the game with two
goals and an assist.
«
He led the team this season with 26 goals, tying his
career-high from the 2005 season.
Kruger played fantastic in net, recording 17 saves on
25 shots on goal, a season-high for the senior.
"I felt we played pretty well," said Kruger. "Offensively and defensively, we played well."

Like the rest of the season, the game
was not easy for Fairfield, even in a winning effort.
St. John's had one final streak left in
them, as midfielder Tom Michaelsen scored
the first two goals of the second half in just
48 seconds to give the Red Storm newfound
hope.
The swing continued, as St. John's
would score the next five goals of the contest, cutting the lead to just four goals.
On this day, however, Fairfield would
not be denied.
Unlike so many one-goal losses and
games that featured unbelievable streaks Fighting for victory: Mike Bocklet '07 and the men's lacrosse team finfrom the opposition, the Stags answered ished out the year on a high note, with a win over St. John's, 13-6. Bocklet
back, tacking on another four to keep a finished out his career with two goals and an assist,
comfortable lead for good.
While the season's final result was not what the team ability to locate an area of weakness.
had in mind, the final game was a strong showing that
Aside from a 19-2 rout from Loyola (Md.), the team
erased some of the pain.
was competitive in every game, losing three games by three
"It was a great effort by our guys. There were a couple goals or less.
of things we could've done better, but that's the case in
"A couple of bounces the other way and we could've
any game, whether you win or lose," said head coach Ted had some different outcomes," said Downing. "A couple
Spencer.
of mistakes here and there along the way, but that happens
Spencer also said: "I'm proud of my kids, they worked in every game."
hard. They bounced back from a real tough situation."
Regardless, the team refused to admit that it was a
That situation was a devastating six-game losing lost season, stressing the importance of ending the season
streak, one that was especially painful considering the with a win.
team began the season with a 5-0 record.
"As seniors, you're always going to remember your
As if the record wasn't enough, the Stags' astounding last game," said Kruger.
start at the onset of the season placed them at 12th in the
The Stags will remember it, their lasting memory of
USILA national rankings.
a victory at Alumni Field that eased the pain of failing to
From that point on the season changed.
live up to unreasonably high expectations, if only for a few
Jon Ollwerther/The Mirror
Tough competition in the ECAC's elite, including brief moments.
Go getta': Brendan Finnerty '08 and the men's lacrosse
nationally ranked Georgetown and Loyola, as well as a
Still, the season ends with a sad feeling of the uncerteam finally broke out of its scoring slump, with a 13 goal ef- difficult road trip that included a visit to imposing Hobart, tainty of what might have been.
fort against St. John's. The Stags ended a five game slide to would stifle the Stags.
One thing remains: as great as it was, it was almost
finish the year with a 6-6 record, sending the seniors out with
The hard part of the losing streak was the team's in- more.
one last victory.

Women's Lacrosse Season Ends With Semifinals Loss to Marist
which is the 12th highest total in the country. That total
also led the team and the MAAC. She also led the Stags
and the conference in groundballs, with 50, which was
The Stags saw an end to their season and a repeat
20th best in the nation.
of last year's MAAC tournament game, as they fell to
Vallely helped protect Chatnik, one of the conferMarist, 13-8, in the MAAC conference semi-final game
ence's
top goalkeepers.
on Friday.
Chatnik
led the Stags to eight wins and made 166
Marist was off to a quick start, immediately putting
saves
on
the
season. Her 52.3 save percentage was top
the Stags on their heels. After a sudden 4-1 lead half-way
in
the
MAAC.
into the first half, Fairfield finally kicked it into gear to
For the performance on Friday, Kelly Barnes '10
end the half down 5-3.
and Chappell were both named to the MAAC
However, this early lead did not seem to faze
All-Tournament team.
Fairfield.
Chappell and Abbey Goodwin '09 finished
"We play better coming back from behind
Friday's
game with three goals each, which
usually; you get more fired up when you score that
brings
Chappell's
four-year career to 70 goals
way," said senior captain Ashley Chappell. "But
total.
it was hard to break [Marist] once they were on
Chappell and Masterson both finished in
a role."
the
top
ten all-time goals list. Chappell's 70
The Red Foxes came out strong in the second
goals
puts
her in eighth place, while Masterhalf getting the first couple of goals off the draw.
son's 73 goals puts her in seventh place.
Yet, the second half was still back and forth between
The Stags did not achieve all that they had
the two teams.
for, but next season they hope to start
However, Fairfield could not quite catch up.
Lauren Chatnik '09 hoped
Maty Vallely OS
with a new mentality and a clean slate.
"We kept fighting and trying, literally we
Midfielder
"It's hard in the fall because we have that
played very well. We just couldn't finish on our
MAAC OafemiwPlayaf «* ihe 1LS9 Goaf* Against Avenge whole first semester of play before it even
shots," said head coach Stacey McCue.
Year
• fourth in League
counts," said McCue. "We don't want the team
"Defense looked good and transition looked
36 Caused Turnovers • First in
*.$£
Saw**
Per
Gam*
to get burnt out but we want to drive home that
good. Our opportunities and our shooting opportuMAAC
fourth
in
League
winning mentality so that games at the beginnities were there it was just that our shots weren't 2.12 Cauaed Turnovers Per Game
ning of the season are better."
S2J
Save
Percentage
Nnt
solid," she added.
12lti in Nation
Fairfield will be losing three seniors: Chapin
League
Despite the loss, the score does not reflect the
50 Groundballs - 20th in Nation
pell,
Masterson and Caitlin Keane.
way Fairfield played, according to some of its playAlthough
these three captains have had
ers. It was a lack of finishing that put them under.
Photo Illustration by Elyse Raby an impact, Fairfield will be returning most of
"I would say I was pleased that we went out Supef stags. Mgry Va||e|y ,Q8 gnd Lauren Chatnjk ,QQ were both honored by
its players along with new additions from the
well; we didn't play badly and there wasn't a feeling the MAAC at the p|ayoffs this weekend.
upcoming freshman class.
of frustration or anger. We tried our hardest, we did
"We just keep improving, the important
our best," said Chappell.
thing
is
to
keep
getting better," McCue said.
Lauren Chatnik '09 and Mary Vallely '08 were both
"We wish we could have come out on top and with a
And
while
this
is her last season playing as a Stag,
win, but I don't have any hard feelings and I don't think named to the First-Team All-MAAC team along with
Chappell
hopes
to
see
Fairfield continue to improve.
Vallely receiving Defensive player of the year.
the team does either," she added.
"From
my
freshman
year till now they have gotten
Vallely is only the third Stag to win the award.
Amy Neville agrees with the overall feelings toward
better.
I'm
excited
to
see
how
every one is going to do,"
Vallely was one of the top defensive players in the
the game.
said
Chappell.
"I think we prepared enough but unfortunately we nation, finishing with 2.12 caused turnovers per game,

BY MARY THERESE CHURCH

didn't come out with a win," she said. .
Neville continued by saying that she thinks it was the
team's own mistakes that caught up to them.
Although Fairfield did not finish the season as
planned, many of the players had outstanding seasons
that were recognized by the MAAC.
Chappell and Neville, along with teammates Sarah
Masterson '07 and Katie von Hoffmann '08, were honored with the Second-Team All-MAAC team on the
season.

First Team
All-MAAC
Honors

Editor: Tom Cleary
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Softball Heading Toward Finish; Can They Catch Niagara:?
allowed two runs in 4 1/3 innings.
"Sunday, Kate Roberts picked up
her first win, which is nice for her senior
Over the weekend, the softball team
year," said Brzezinski.
was able to keep itself in contention to
Borst came on in relief, but strugqualify for the MAAC Tournament.
gled in her third straight appearance,
The Stags went 3-1, improving their
giving up three runs in 2 2/3 innings.
record to 18-22 overall and 5-7 in the
"Meghan [Borst] really threw the
conference.
ball well," said Brzezinski.
The top four teams in the MAAC
Jacoby starred in the Rhode Island
will qualify for postseason play. The Stags
need to win out and have a little luck to
games. She picked up five RBI and
seven hits. In her past seven games,
make it.
Fairfield currently sits in seventh place.
she has hit .500 while hitting safely in
all seven games.
If they win out and Niagara loses their next
two games, the Stags will end the season
For her efforts, she was named the
MAAC Player of the Week. Meanwhile,
in a tie for fourth place with Niagara at 9Borst was named the MAAC Rookie of
7. Despite splitting the season series with
the Purple Eagles, the Stags still hold the
the Week, hitting .318 with a 2.42 ERA.
tiebreaker based on their season sweep of
Overall, Jacoby is batting .414 and leads
first-place Canisius.
the team in RBIs with 23 while batting
"I think us winning can definitely hapleadoff.
pen. But, Niagara is a good team, it will be
"She is hitting .414, which is amaztough for Rider to win two," said head coach
ing. And she is leading the team in RBIs
Julie Brzezinski.
despite leading off. She also takes a lot
of pressure off the other kids," said
Fairfield needs Rider, which has a 7-32 Ce|ebrate good timeSj c-mon: Riannon Thomas '09 celebrates her two run shot, which provided
Brzezinski.
overall record along with a 2-10 MAAC tne wjnnjng runs for the Stags in their 3-1 victory over Saint Peter's. The Stags went 3-1 on the
Also hitting well for the Stags is
record, to sweep Niagara, which is 15-17 weekend, keeping them in contention for the final post-season berth,
with a 9-5 record.
Erin Frank '08. She is hitting .324 with
The Stags started the weekend with
Meghan Borst '10 pitched a complete Rams in a non-conference double-header. The four home runs on the year. No other Stag besome great pitching against Saint Peter's, game, giving up only an unearned run and Rams, only 9-31, allowed the Stags to rest sides her and Jacoby is batting above .270.
The Stags have only two players with
the second place team in the MAAC with a three hits. She also struck out three batters some of their pitchers and get a boost from
ERAs
under four: Borst and Ringnalda.
with
no
walks.
other
sources
besides
Ringnalda
and
Borst.
10-4 record.
*
Jen
Gilbert
'10
pitched
six
solid
innings,
With
the offense coming around and the
Senior Cagney Ringnalda pitched a comRiannon Thomas '09 provided the winplete game, yielding three runs and two strike- ning runs on a two-run home run in the fourth giving up three runs before Borst came in for pitching beginning to step up, the Stags are
peaking at the right time. However, they will
the save.
outs and only one walk. Unfortunately it was inning after a Julia Jacoby '09 single.
not enough, as the Stags fell 3-1 in the opening
The team then traveled to Kingston, R.I.
The second game saw Kate Roberts '07 need a little help from Rider to make it to
game. The second game fared better.
to play Rhode Island where they swept the pick up her first win of her last season, as she postseason play.
BY CHRIS SIMMONS

Men1 s Lacrosse End Season With Win
BY KEITH CONNORS

They expected more.
They expected a longer season, one
that would be highlighted by plenty of
emotional victories and cheers from the
"Red Sea."
They looked forward to a glorious run
for a title led by the talented senior class,
perhaps the best in school history.
Most importantly, they expected a
postseason.
Unfortunately, what the Fairfield

men's lacrosse team got in the end was
a senior day finale with St. John's University, a last chance to right the wrongs.
They end the season at an even 6-6 record,
a reality that would have seemed impossible in mid-March.
"Our mindset [going in] was we have
to win," said senior goaltender Mike Kruger. "We treated it like a playoff game."
Their all-or-nothing approach paid
off, as they took down the Red Storm,
13-6.
The victory brought them back to
.500 on the season and
improved their ECAC
record 2-5.
The playoff mentality was a positive
force from the opening
face-off, as the energetic
Stags jumped out to a
quick 9-0 lead, while
also holding St. John's
scoreless for the first
half of play.
One of the goals
included a score from
senior midfielder Greg
Downing at 9:39 in the
first quarter.

Jon Ollwerther/The Mirror

All-or-nothing: The men's lacrosse team fought to the end of
the season, despite missing the playoffs and ended with a win
over St. John's on Sunday, 13-6.
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NFL Draft Winners and Losers
CHRIS SIMMONS
ASSOCIATE SPORTS
EDITOR

little better.
Oakland Raiders
Hopefully, JaMarcus Russell is big
enough for all those unblocked tacklers to
bounce off him.

Winners
Baltimore Ravens
Solidified their offensive line and
added Troy Smith to apprentice under Steve
McNair. Ozzie is a genius.
Buffalo Bills
My favorite name in the draft, seventh
round pick, C.J. Ah You. I couldn't make
that up if I tried.
Carolina Panthers
I'm sure Keyshawn was glad that his
replacement was drafted while he was announcing it.
Cleveland Browns
Is Brady Quinn the next Joe Montana
or Todd Marinovich? If he avoids riding
a motorcycle his rookie year, he has a
chance.
Indianapolis Colts
Just what Peyton needs, another wide
receiver. Even though I never knew you, I
hate you Bob Irsay.
New Orleans
They took a player from my hometown
Towson University, along with Kent State,
Akron and Wingate University. All the
traditional football powers.
New York Giants
How'd Super Bowl XXXV work out
for you? Let's just say the draft went a

Losers
Philadelphia Eagles
My favorite story of the offseason: the
Eagles mistakenly pay Brian Westbrook his
$3 million bonus twice.
Atlanta Falcons
G Justin Blalock could start right away
to protect Vick, who can't rely on his dogs
on the field.
Dallas Cowboys
I can honestly say I don't think I've
heard of any of their picks. They did take
a kicker though. Now they just need someone who can hold the ball for him.
Houston Texans
It's depressing that I'm almost as old
as Amobi Okoye.
Miami Dolphins
Desmond Howard over Dan Marino.
Of course so many people were upset, it let
me know the Dolphins actually had fans.
New England Patriots
Congrats on Randy Moss. I hope he
quits on you like he did on every other team
he has played for. Hopefully he doesn't kill
anyone with Brandon Meriwether.
Green Bay Packers
I'm pretty sure the Packers have no
idea what they are doing. That was ugly.
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